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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM .AND EESEARCH 
What stereotypes, if any, are held by a group of seventh and eighth 
grade boys and girls? 
This study was made by a teacher of social studies, in an attempt 
to find out what icleas, if any, students of this ~e group have about 
various racial, religious, and political groups. It was a study made 
with the purpose of finding out what the students thought about these 
people in order to have a starting point in any attempt to promote better 
international, inter-racial, inter-political, a~d inter-religious under-
standing. 
It is necessary first to define the term stereotype as it is used 
in this study and as it is being used in the field of intercultural re-
lations today. It is difficult to find a stated definition for this 
term used in this sense because this use of the word is comparatively 
new. In attempting to do historical research on the subject, the author 
could find no mention of the term in periodical literature until about 
1945. The subject of course is old but the descriptive term is new. 
:1 I I~ 
One definition was given by s. I. Hayakawa: 
They (stereotypes) are, it seems to me, traditional and 
familiar symbol clusters expressing a more or less complex 
idea in a convenient way.l 
That does not, however, define it as ~imply as it might be expressed. 
A stereotype is, in this author's opinion, the idea that, without summons, 
rushes to one's mind whenever any particular racial, religious, cultural, 
or political group is mentioned. It may be just a visual image such as 
the visual image one gets when 11 John Bull 11 is mentioned but a real 
stereotype is a mental picture which is accompanied by a number of ideas 
or feelings about tha t word and the people associated with it. Accompany-
ing the mental picture, the reader or listener usually has a definite 
feeling of like or dislike of the persons referred to because of certain 
characteristics usually associated with persons belonging to that group. 
It will make it clearer if a few examples are given. There are many 
well-known stereotypes in literature. There are two stereotypes of Negroes 
usually depicted in literature. In the south, the popular picture of 
this group is the one showing a lazy, dirty, ragged individual who is, 
however, always singing, always happy and perfectly contented as the 
menial with neither the brains nor the ambition to be anything but the 
11 House-boy11 or the family 11 Ma.mmy. 11 At the time of the War Between the 
States another stereotype was popularized in the north and other aboli-
tionist regions and that, of course, was 11Uncle Tom 11 of Uncle Tom's Qabin. 
1 S. I. ~akawa, 11Recognizing Stereotypes as Substitutes for 'lhoughts," 
English Journal, March, 1949, page 155. 
( 
Here is the Negro that the northerners loved to picture - a gentle, 
hardworking, religious, kindly Negro \'rho wanted nothing so much as his 
freedom. It is possible to find persons such a3 those described in any 
group. Of course both of these stereotypes have elements of truth and 
that is where the danger lies. Another stereotype of literature is 
"Shylock, 11 the crafty, sly, grasping Jew of The Merchant 21. Venice and 
from the same play, "Portia, 11 the heroine, Gentile, of course, who has 
all the desirable attributes and who brings about a desirable conclusion 
to the story. 
The reader may ask at this point whether sterotyping is really so 
undesirable or perhaps even harmful. It must be obvious that many stero-
types are harmless and some may even be used to advantage when they 
present desirable ideals that may be called to mind quite readily whenever 
that name is mentioned and this study is not concerned with that aspect 
of sterotyping. However, when sterotypes are used as a basis for judg-
ment or action, when thoughtful observation is lacking, then sterotypes 
are dangerous. If the students have, and are basing their thinking on 
these harmful sterotypes, this author believes that each teacher should 
be aware of this fact and the fallacy of these sterotypes should be made 
quite clear in the classroom. 
The danger of sterotypes lies not in their existence but in 
the fact that they become for all people some of the time and for 
some of the people all of the time substitutes for observation.! 
1 "Recognizing Stereotypes as Substitutes for Tbought. 11 
II 
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It is not the occasional harmful stereot;ype that causes a.ll the 
damage to inter-group understanding and respect - it is because these 
stereot;ypes have been used over and over down through the years until 
in the minds of too many Americans these stereotypes become the accepted 
picture of any individual in any of these groups. 
Ho~r can a teacher of social studies teach the students to become 
citizens of the world, working members in the United Nations, willing 
to be partners in a world-wide organization if the pupils believe that 
all Mexicans are dirty, lazy, and stupid; that all Germans are arrogant, 
: 
/-· . 
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brutal and militaristic; that all Englishmen are superior toward Americans 
and just laughing behind one hand while the other hand is held out for a 
"loan; 11 that all Jews are dishonest and ready to 11 do 11 anyone out of his 
last cent? 
It is not the occasional sterotype that causes all the damage to 
inter-group understanding and respect - it is because these stereotypes 
have been used over and over, and handed down from generation to genera.-
tion through the years until in the minds of too many Americans (and of 
course other people) these stereotypes become the accepted picture of any 
individual in any of these groups. 
Stereotypes take their place along with name-calling and 
unreasoned slogans to promote and perpetuate prejudice. ~y 
the time we have grown up, many of us have distorted pictures 
in our minds of people and types with whom we have no contacts. 
Negroes become stereotyped as happy-go-lucky; Jews or Scots 
as stingy; and the Irish as drunkards and hot tempered. These 
stereotypes are constantly reinforced through newspapers, 
motion pictures, conversations, jokes, books, and radio. A 
single story, comic strip, or a movie, may not make a deep 
,-
impression at once, but when time after time, the Negro is 
presented as a shiftless character, the Latin as a gangster 
and the oriental as e slinking, mysterious, and crafty person, 
then strong and lasting impressi£ns are made to form deep-
seated attitudes and prejudices. 
Do stereotypes affect the actual thinkdng of a person? How does 
he react when brought face to face with a member of a group that he has 
been taught from childhood is 11 different? 11 What can be his mente]. 
confusion when he meets one for the first time and realizes that they 
are just people, that they are like the people next door; that the.y might 
2 
actually become friends? And Who ~ Neighbor? is most enlightening 
on this point. It gave illustration after illustration of the meeting 
of a stereotype with an actuality. It would be a most valuable source 
book to have in the classroom to read to the students to indicate the most 
common stereotypes and to indicate the fallacy of so many of their beliefs 
concerning 11 other people. 11 It shows clearly the insidious damage caused 
by stereotyping. A few illustrations from this book are given in the 
follottling paragraphs to show how cruelly wrong a stereotype can be. 
We met a man the other day who hailed from an out-of-the-
way place and who said that he had never met a Jew. There was 
no reason to doubt his word. We were introduced to him. He 
asked with his eyes wide open: 1Are you a Jew?' 1Sure,' was 
our reply. ' Well, welll' he mumbled. 1 wnat 1 s on your mind' 
1 Edf;ar R. Clark, 11 Uegro Stereotypes, 11 The Journal 9.f. Negro Education, 
Fall, 1948, page 545. 
2 And~ is ~Neighbor?, Distributed by Association Press, 1928. 
\\ 
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we asked. Here is his reply: 'I thought that a Jew looked like 
a Jew c~median I saw in a vaudeville show. I must have been 
wrong. • 
Are there many people who take their ideas of Jews and 
other people from vaudeville representation? What kind of 
picture of the Mexican people do moving pictures give to 
Americans in sections where there are no Mexicans? What 
type of person rises to your mind when the American Indian 
is mentioned? Has your reading anything to do with that 
visualization? Does misconception of racial traits arising 
from such sources do any h!'2m? What happens when the mis-
informed meet with reality? 
A Negro educator, a man of scholarly appearance who was 
to speak at the conference in an Ohio steel town, was introduced 
to a white person interested in the matter and noticed that, 
although cordially received, he was evidently looked upon with 
some surprise. Later the white man confessed to him that, 
though he had heard of the professor by reputation, he had 
expected him to be a six-footer weighing some two hundred 
pounds and not the rather slightly built person he proved to 
be. The reason for this expectation wa.s that the average Negro 
seen in the streets of this city, attracted to it by employment 
at work in the steel mills, was heayy and muscular a.nd had been 
looked upon as typical of the race.3 
A final excerpt from this same book shows the reader that newspapers 
could do much more than they do to promote better intercultural relations. 
When there are two items of news to give to the public they all too often 
give prominence to the wrong one - especially where there is already 
feeling between groups: 
:Booker T. Washington used to tell with great amu.semen t how 
he entered a little town and spoke to a large gathering, making 
as good a speech as he was capable of. The next morning he 
I 
I 
I 
1 T. L. Bril in The Jewish Daily News, November 1, 1923, as cited in 
And Who ll !!!Z Neighbor?, distributed by The Association Press, 1928, page 2. 
2 ~ ~ ll ~Neighbor?, page 2. 
3 Ibid, page 5. 
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picked up the town newspaper, expecting to see himself and the I 
meeting given considerable and prominent space, but found only I 
an inch or so of recognition on the last page. He had made a 
successful speech, but the whole front page was given to a 
Negro who had made an unsuccessful attempt to snatch a woman's j 
purse.1 
Another group who have helped to create and perpetuate many of the 
stereotypes that have had such an unfortunate influence on intergroup 
relations are the movies and the stage in general. This statement is 
more emphatic when it is backed by actual evidence of the acquisition of . 
such stereotypes from these very sources. The following was written by 
a student in a middle western college: 
1 
When I hear the word bolshevik there comes to my mind 
a character I saw in a movie when I was a little girl. 'Ihe 
villain was a huge bulk of a person with a thick stubby beard 
and a mop of unruly hair. He was dressed in a loose smock 
that was held in at the waist with a wide belt in which was 
a dagger and his trousers were thrust into high boots. He 
seemed to have dangerous weapons about his person, and his 
favorite method of revenge was bomb-throwing or hand-to-hand 
combat, with knives. These terrible bombs were always set 
off at a certain time, and the suspense was horrifying until 
help could. come at the psychological moment and all wuld be 
saved. 
Later I learned that bolsheviks were persons very much 
like ourselves (even last year it was said that some of our 
professors were suspected of bolshevism and went so far as to 
vote for LaFollette) but the thing that made them different 
from us was that they had radical ideas about government. But 
always at the \rord bolshevik there flashes on my mind the picture 
of the bearded, bomb-throwing, ~gar-carrying, and altogether 
formidable person of the screen.2 
~ Who ll sz. Neighbor7, pages 12-13. 
2 Bruno Lasker, Race Attitudes ~ Children, New York, Henry Holt and 
Co., 1929, pages 197-198. 
I 
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That stereotyping is perpetuated by the writers of fiction can be 
seen by the following study: 
During the year 1944, the Writers' i~ar Board and its 
Committee to Combat Race Hatred came to the conclusions that 
the writers of the United States, because of their habitual 
employment of 'stock characters,' were unconsciously fostering 
and encouraging group prejudice. To i nvestigate the truth 
of this conclusion, the Writers' War Board commissioned 
Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social Research to 
make a study of the trea tment accorded white, Protestant 
Anglo-Saxons in mass media as against the treatment accorded 
all other elements of the American population. When finally 
completed, this research material became the basis of a 
performance sponsored and staged by the Board at the Barbizon-
Plaza Theatre, New York, on January 11, 1945. 
An invited audience of 600 writers, editors, artist, pub-
lishers, broadcasters, advertisers, and communications tech-
nicians was informed that the constant repetition of racial 
stereotypes was exaggerating and perpetuati~~ the false and 
mischievous notion that ours is a white, Protestant Anglo-
Saxon country in which all other racial stocks and religious 
faiths are of lesser dignity • 
• • • The Bureau of .Applied Social Research found that racial 
stereotypes were more often, more intensely, and more offen-
sively presented in popular light fiction than in any other 
medium of entertainment or communication analyzed.,, 
Of magazine fiction the Bureau of Applied Social Research 
had. this to SS¥ generally: 1 In frequency of appearance, im-
portance in the story, approval and disapproval, status and 
occupation, and in traits, the Anglo-Saxons receive better 
treatment than minority and foreign groups, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively.' 
Eight nationally circulated magazines were selected by 
the researchers to provide representative short story samples. 
~ese were the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, .American, 
Cosmopolitan, Woman's ~Companion, Lad.ies 1 ~Journal,, 
True Story and True Confessions. In all, 185 short stories 
from the pre-war year, 1937, and the war year, 1943 were 
analyzed. Of 889 identifiable characters, 90.8 per cent 
were Anglo-Saxon (including a fringe of Nordics), whereas 
only 9.2 per cent of the characters were drawn from all other 
racial stocks in the United States. Only 16 Negroes and 10 
Jews \fare counted. .And wher e the authors brought in medials, 
II 
racketeers, thieves, gamblers, shady night club proprietors, 
crooked prize fight managers, such non-sympathetic characters 
\"lere seldom Anglo-Saxon. 
Subtle disparagements of minority characters were noted 
throughout the 185 stories. To quote the Bureau of Applied 
Social Research: 'The over-whelming attention is given to 
the Anglo-Saxons. The stage and spotlight belong to them.• 
They were habitually pictured as the salt of the earth. 
Their superiority, wealth, and prestige were usually taken 
for granted, whereas in the few instances where a minority 
character was represented as rich or important the author 
offered an elaborate explanation- he had inherited wealth, 
married well, worked hard, been lucky, or come by his gains 
through crooked dealing. .Again quoting the Bureau: 1 The 
behavior of these fictional characters could easily be used 
to 'prove' that the Negroes are lazy, the Jews wily, the 
Irish superstitious and the Italians criminal.' 
It is true of course that the bulk of the 185 stories 
analyzed were intended only as entertainment and not as 
socially significant writing. This does not diminish their 
contribution to the Anglo-Saxon myth. Authors lavished ap-
proved characteristics upon Anglo-Saxons, but withheld or 
were niggardly in assigning such traits to others. 
Only in connection with membership in the armed forces 
did the short stories published in the war year of 1943 
accord something like the population parity to the non-
Anglo-Saxons. Short story writers did at least include a 
few Jews, immigrants and non-Anglo- Saxons in their military 
and naval personnel. 
Rank, incidentally, was important in these stories. Of 
58 speaking characters in uniform, 76 per cent were pictured 
as officers, only 24 per cent as enlisted men. 
The research data also reveals that 42 per cent of the 
fictional Anglo-Saxon house-wives had maids and other servants, 
whereas only 13 per cent of the fictional housewives non-
Anglo-Saxon housewives had servants. Over and over again the 
superior-inferior connotations repeated themselves in stereo-
typed dialogue and description. 
The attitude of both authors and editors was shown by 
the repeated assignment of 1 heart 1 (or sympathetic) motiva-
tions to Anglo-Saxons. They were conspicuously concerned 
with romantic love, marrie~e, affection, emotional security, 
adventure for its own sake, patriotism, idealism and justice. 
L 
In contrast 1head1 motivations were made largely typical of 
minority characters. They shows interest mostly in money, 
self-advancement, power and dominance. 
The evidence is clear, American short story writers 
have made 'nice 1 people synonymous with Anglo-Saxons. Such 
characters were written as intelligent, industrious, esthetic, 
democratic, athletic, practical, frank, lovable. Granting 
that popular fiction seeks a generally amiable overtone, it 
was nevertheless invidiously true that the non-Anglo-Saxons 
were usually pictured as the 1villains, 1 domineering, immoral, 
selfish, unintelligent• cowardly, lazy, sly, cruel, stubborn, 
non-esthetic, weak ••• 
Very few studies have been made in this country in this particular 
field. There have been few recorded attempts to find out what the 
children actually think about the people they read about in the news-
papers or see in the movies or read about in their history or geography 
textbooks in school. 
One of the few studies actually made with children was that of Rose 
Zeligs as discussed in the Journal of Educational Sociology, October, 11 
1947, in an article entitled "Children 1 s Inter-Group Concepts and Stereo-
types. u This study was carried on with a group of sixth grade children. 
Their a ttitudes were checked in a number of w~s - checklists, associa-
tion tests, and brief descriptions. The testing was done in 1931 and 
again in 1944. The information gained was presented in this article in 
a series of tables which presented one major fact - one which might well 
be expected. It showed, of course, that the Germans and Japanese fell 
1 "How 'lf ri ters Perpetua te Stereotypes, 11 Scrapbook for Teachers, 
published by the Fair Employment Practice Commission of Massachusetts, 
page 37. 
1 
rapidly in the estimation of the children between the two tests. The 
changed stereotypes held by the children were obviously affected by, and 
acquired from adults, books, movies, newapapers and so forth because the 
children had no more actual, personal contact with these national groups 
than they had had in 1931. 
Another study that was consulted by this writer was 11 A Cooperative 
Study Made Under the Direction of Bruno Lasker, by Members of The Inquiry, 
a National Organization for the Promotion of Cooperative Studies of 
Problems in Human Relations!11 The following paragraphs are excerpts 
from that study and are written in the exact words and spelling of the 
young sters questioned. The first paragraph gives a bit of the background 
of this particular investigation and the others are the children's 
reactions. 
This review was taken by a teacher in the choir school 
of a church known throughout the country as a center of 
liberal Christianity in a cosmopolitan city; the answers, 
therefore, might be expected to be more tolerant than those 
which a similar questionnaire would produce under average 
conditions in a public school. ~is is what the boys say 
(in their own spelling): ••• 
' ••• the Italians are a very unclean and sneaking race. The 
Chinese and Japanese are a stealing and distrustful people. 
The Mexicans are a stingy and conspiracy people. The 
Portuguese are a very blood-thirsty and dishonest people. 
Germans are hateful because of their love for war and blood-
shed. 
'Chinese and Jews. I do not like the Chinese because 
they are so sly and I am afraid they will plunge a knife 
1 1 Bruno Lasker, ~ Attitudes .ill Children, New York, Henry Holt and 
Co., 1929, frontispiece. 
into me when my baCk is turned. I do not like the Jews because 
they are so tight and because if you are in a subw~ they push 
you away and are generally disagreeable. 
'Jews. Because they live in dirty places. Chinese, 
Because they have such a bad reputation. Niggers. Because 
they are crooks and too free with razors. Its~ians. Because 
they are such a nasty and dirty people. 
'Neagro. I do not like the Neagro because he fits with 
rasers and are verry sly. Chinese I don't know but I don't 
like they that's all. Mexican are verry sly they sneek upon 
you. Japanese I don't like them. Jews I don't like them. 
Indians kill the white people and that is why I don't like 
them. 
'Italians Irish Mexicans Wobs Chinese Germans. Because 
sometimes they swipe and get kind of fresh. 
'Chinese because of their bringom into our country 
opium. Irish (South) because of religion. 
'Chinese Because I do not like to be knifed. 
Mexican Because they are lazy like some of us. 
Negroes - unreasonable dislike probably. 
black race - think thay own the country 
red race - th~ kill 
Chinese - 11 11 
Japeness - th~ steal 
Irish - th~ swair and lie 
Germans - croks 
Chinese - to cra.fty 
Cannibal - Eat up people 
Serians - not clean people 
Germans - War makers 
Turkeys - torturers. 
'I don't like Chinese because they stab you with knives. 
'I don't like Italians because they robb. 
'Chinese, Italians, Jewish, Russians. Because the 
Russians and Chinese do a lot of underhand work and the 
Italians try to make themselves disagreeable. 'Ihe Jews 
are alwey-s trying to charge more for goods and small things 
like that. 
I do not like the Chinese because of the looke of the 
slant eyes gives me a chill.' 
:12 
-CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
This study was made with the cooperation of approximately four 
hundred students of the seventh and eighth grades of a suburban town in 
Massachusetts. All of the students in these grades in this school took 
part in this study. With the permission of the principal the project was 
carried out in the social studies classes because it was more closely 
related to the social studies than any other subject. Also it was felt 
that social studies teachers would benefit from seeing \'That mental pictures 
their students did have regarding these groups. Thus the project was a 
study aid as well as a basis for research. One class period was given 
over to the inquiry, approximately forty-five minutes. 
All directions were given orally by the teacher from a master sheet.l 
The teacher read the directions stopping at any point to answer the ques-
tions of the students, and a reasonable amount of time was given after 
the directions were read for further questions. At this point the pupils 
were reminded that their answers should tell how they felt about these 
people, what they were like, actually what kind of people they were as 
1 See Appendix II for a copy of these directions. 
i3 
-well as describing how they were dressed, etc. 
Teachers cooperating in the study were requested not to even walk 
around the room in order not to inhibit the pupils in ~way because 
it was felt that they must feel absolutely free of supervision if 
complete honesty was to be obtained. The e tudents were assured that no 
attempt would be made to discover which paper belonged to which student. 
It was felt that these precautions must be made and must be evident to 
students if it was desired that the student be perfectly truthful and not 
give merely the 11 expected11 response. 
Although a questionnaire would have been !!!Y&h simpler to tabulate 
it was decided that more honest and descriptive answers would be given if 
the individual answers were allowed. It was felt that to put checklists 
and other types of objective test items in front of the students for them 
to choose from would be putting ideas into their heads that they might 
not have had and therefore would be creating or strengthening stereotypes 
rather than simply discovering what ones were already held by younsters 
of this age. 
Perhaps it would be well to explain why these particular nationali tiee 
and groups were chosen. There were particular reasons for each one of 
them although changes for further study are recommended in the last 
chapter. (See pages 55-58) Included were all of the major nationality 
groups represented in this school. Then were added the special groups 
who are ordinarily thought of as the down-trodden groups. The Mexicans 
were included because they seemed to be a typical group about whom most 
people have very definite ideas in spite of the fact that many people 
l 
have never even seen one. Relatively few people in the whole United 
States really know any Mexicans. 
The Communists were added to find out how many students associated 
the Communists with the Russians and failed to realize that Communists 
are not peculiar to Russia. Almost none of them indicated that Com-
munists could be found any place but Russia. Then to give the students 
a point of comparison of political ideologies Socialists were added to 
the group. Thus there were the twelve classifications. 
i 
CHAPTER III 
DATA 
The information for this study was tallied in two w~s- first, it 
was tallied in four classifications: 
Favorable 
Neutral 
Unfavorable 
No Answer.1 
The second method used was to tally the comments according to the 
adjectives or adverbs used and then to unite them into composite pictures 
and describe what the students thought were the outstanding characteris-
tics. 2 
Probably the most amazing thing was to find the vehemence expressed 
either in favor of or in opposition to the people named. Because there 
was no necessity to sign their names, the students expressed their feel-
ings exactly as they pleased even to the extent of using profanity quite 
1 See Appendix I for a table showing results. 
2 These conclusions are indicated in the final chapter on nconclusions 
and Recommendations. 11 
1 
freely if they felt the description needed it. It is also interesting to 
see how many times the stereotype follows the Hollywood conception of these 
people or the conception one is apt to get through reading modern magazine 
or other fiction stories of toda¥. 
In interpreting the results it will probably be obvious that in the 
town where this study was made the three leading nationalities represented 
are English, Italien, and Irish. Consequently they are found among the 
four nationelities most favored by the group. In many cases, those who 
claimed to being one of these most numerous groups were often most opposed 
to the members of the other groups that are found in considerable numbers 
in their town. 
For some reason the number of students whose responses had to be 
marked as neutral was high in many cases. Even though the students were 
encouraged to tell how they felt about the different nationalities, they 
still spent much time in telling how they thought these people looked. Too 
often there was no reaction given by the students to show whether they 
liked the different nationalities or not. It m~ have been that they 
really felt that they did not know enough about the nationalities to 
comment. Perhaps the classification did not affect them as people at all -
it was simply a mental picture associated with the term. The picture m~ 
have been one acquired from elementary geography textbooks or their story 
books of children of other lands. That is exactly what it seemed in many 
cases. The students seemed to feel remote from the actual people of any 
of these nationality groups, (if it did not happen to be their O\~). 
It was very interesting to note how few times the students actually 
i7 
admitted that they had never actually met a person of the nationality 
being described and therefore did not feel qualified to comment. There 
were those, too, who did not hesitate to say, 11 I 1 ve never seen one but 
they are ••• 11 and then go on to describe exactly what kind of people 
they were as to appearance, temperament, etc. 
The above factors were especially true in the descriptions of the 
Mexicans. The suspicion that such would be the case was exactly why the 
Mexicans were included. ~e reaction to the Mexicans points out clearly 
how prone people are to make snap judgments about people they have never 
even seen. The statements of the students regarding Mexicans were in most 
cases as definite as though they had been living among Mexicans all their 
lives and were thoroughly familiar with them whereas the truth probably 
is that not more than three or four of them have ever actually met a 
1 Mexican. 
Perhaps it would be well to take each group separately and point out 
some interesting facts noted in this study. Although they followed fairly 
closely the stereotypes of the newspaper, radio, and~azines, there were 
also some most interesting facts and many misconceptions which were brought 
out by their comments. 
Mexicans: For some reason everyone commented on the Mexicans. 
This was the only nationality in which there was not a single blank. Per-
haps this was simply because it was the first name on the study and the 
students interest was at its peak, or perhaps it was because they felt so 
1 For some of the terms used to describe the Mexicans, see Appendix III 
i8 
remote from any Mexicans that they did not hesitate to tell how they felt. 
Obviously the students have had little or no contact with Mexicans so 
practically all of their ideas about them were vicariously acquired. 
The comments ranged in this case as in almost every other from the highly 
complimentary to extreme dislike. 
It will be interesting as well as revealing to quote from some of 
these papers to show how widely diverse the opinions of the students in 
one small group can be. Here are some which show the wide ve.riety found 
concerning the Mexicans (these, as well as all other quotations taken 
from the papers, are in the exact spelling and punctuation of the student~ 
A kind person with big brown eyes and black hair. A 
person who can stand hot climates. Friendly. I like most of 
them. I love one. 
A Mexican is either gay, laughing, and dancing senorita 
or a sad, lazy and sleeping senor. The girl bas a clapper in 
her hand... while the man has a sombrero over his face. 
Very fat and jolly but awful bloodthirsty. Very 
hospitable and bad tempered. 
A Mexican is a mean man that beats his burro, has a dark 
greasy complexion, is lazy, wicked to his wife, and is either 
extremely clever, or extremely stupid. He robs and steals 
and never waits his turn. 
The largest number of students were neutral in their feelings, those 
who said that there are good Mexicans and bad Mexicans as well as those 
who restricted their remarks to a description of these people which could 
not be interpreted as either favorable or unfavorable. Here is one 
example of this last tYPe: 
A man of medium height, jet-black hair, smiling friendly 
eyes, a large sombrero on his head, a serape of bright colors 
over his shoulder. As I picture him he is leading his burro 
home. 
Swedes: The Swedes were among the top few in favor among the 
children cooperati~g in this study. However, the validity of this 
item might well be questioned because there was much confusion as to the 
identity of Swedes. At least one-fourth of the students described the 
Swiss people. They placed the Swedes in the Alps, described the things 
for which the Swiss are famous(such as watches and cheese). They even 
went so far a.B to s~ tba.t the Swedes came from Switzerland. Therefore 
it is impossible to say that the figures for the Swedes have any validity 
at all. Only a small percentage of the ~udents were opposed to the Swedes 
(5.3 per cent) if this group can be counted. There was probably more 
description of their country (or Switzerland) and their life than in any 
other category. It seemed like a very picturesque life to the children 
although a large number of them felt that the Swedes had to work very hard 
for a living and had very few conveniences. Following re a few quotations 
concerning the Swedes. It is interesting to note the lack of vehemence 
against the Swedes: 
He is usually a bright fellow and does excellent work. 
They can be trusted and will usually do most anything. 
A tall broad shouldered man of a very kind personality. 
'Tough but oh so gentle~ 1 A big man. Strong • 
••• He is easily handled by a woman. 
A light haired person very dull and moopy. He would 
make a good government official.l 
Jews: Perhaps the outstanding feature noted i n the comments con-
cerning the Jews was the fact that so few people recognized the fac t 
that many of them are Americans. 
A jue is not what most people think . He is just like 
americans in WafS• Many of them are not what you call nice. 
Some you wouldn't know they were jues. 
One of the many people in the world who deserves as 
much a.s the next man. Some Jews are dishonest but so are 
Americans. 
I don't like them. They are trying to overrun our country. 
They are paying high prices so that they can get in. We don't 
want Jews in our neighborhood with Americans. 
It was rather appalling to discover that most of these students 
had known and gone to school with Jewish boys and girls and still felt 
that they were not Americans. The students did not seem to set the 
Jews apart as a religious group. They were quite simply different people 
and not "one of us. 11 Perhaps the first steps in teaching brotherhood 
and understanding should be taken right here in this country. Perhaps 
then will be time enough to see what is to be done about international 
relations. They were probably more bitter about this group and the 
Communists than any of the other groups. 
Here, too, there was a complete lack of attempt in most cases to 
make any separ ation between the good and the bad on the part of those 
who had only unf avorable feelings toward the Jews. They are all bad, 
according to these people. It was in this classification, too, that most 
of the undesirable language was found. It is interesting to note how 
many of the characteristics attributed to the Jews were obviously overhe~ 
in the home. Below are given some of the opinions: 
A tall dark man with a relign so great he walk around the 
world for God. 
A pleasant- clean- honest person- happy if not teased 
about his religion. 
I haven't a thought of a Jew except they can be either 
friendly or a cheat like all of us. 
A jue is a dirty low down bum that never dos any work. 
He wares bad clotes and swares. 
A small cheap person who tries to get every cent out of 
you wears very few good things saves saves saves, you can't 
turn your back 1D them, your li bal to get knifed. 
There were some pupils who expressed their opinions about the Jews 
by telling how they were mistreated and persecuted in many neighborhoods 
and resorts. Perhaps the fact that the movie 11 Gentlemen 1 s Agreement, u 
in which a Gentile pretended to be Jewish, played in the town recently 
had something to do with this sentiment. Perhaps it might have been an 
expression of personal experience. 
A Jew in my mind is a man who might be sad because he 
is deprived of a fe"tr of the naturali ties of life, such as, 
only being permitted to live in certain sections. 
Almost a hundred times I have heard someone sq, Q. 
You Jewl Many people have been scorned by their neighbors 
because of being this, In. Qur Own 1;!.~.1 
Although many students indicated that they felt that the Jewish 
people were very religious, nearly all of them said that the Jews had a 
different religion from others and did not indicate any knowledge of the 
connection between the Jewish religion and the various Christian faiths. 
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The following quotation was one of the few exceptions to this rule: 
I think a Jew is friendly, most people go, there goes a 
Jew. Cant you imagin someone saying that to you how would you 
feal and don't forget our Lord was a Jew. 1 
Many of those whose remarks had to be taJ.lied in the column marked 
IINeutraln probably should have been put i n the 11Unfavorable 11 column 
because although they expressed feeliDgs of neutrality it was fairly ob-
vious that they had given the response that they felt was expected in 
order to give an impression inter-group understanding and respect and yet 
they could not help giving a hint as to how they really felt: 
These people do not get a chance in the world. Most people 
don't like them because they hear unfair statements against 
Jews. I do admit that all Jews are not the best people in the 
world 
In many cases the ~eneer of brotherhood was very thin. These true 
feelings seemed to shine right through the alleged feelings of neutrality. 
Russians: Although very few of the students came right out in favor 
of the Russians (9.8 per cent) a fairly good percentage (38.0 per cent) 
declared that although they disliked the Communists in Russia, they felt 
sure that if they knew the Russian people who were not Communists, they 
were sure tha t they would like them. They felt tha t the ordinary Russian 
I 
II 
was like the ordinary man anywhere. ~ey felt that the Russians themselves 
were unhappy under the Russian Communist regime. 
1 See .Appendix V for further quotations about the Jews. I 
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When you read the newspaper or listen to the radio you might 
get the idea that all Russians are hot-headed and hard to get 
along \ti th but you don't hear about the Russians who keep com-
munist because of the secret police • 
• J.. Russian can be very kind and can be very mean. Tn.e 
peasants like liberty as well as we do it 1 s only Stalin and 
his party that are mean. I am not against them. I like them. 
~e Russians as a whole, however, wer e disliked by the great majority 
of the pupils. They were second only to the Communist group itself in 
disfavor. Fifty-nine and two tenths per cent of the students expressed 
dislike and distrust of the Russian people. 
I see here a cruel hard person. One who thinks of nothing 
but war and to be ruling. But on the other hand I see poor 
starving people inside concentration camps, they are there be-
cause they tried to steal a piece of bread. 
Sne~, sad, watched over, ugly, dark, messy, think they're 
smart when they're not, never think for themselves. 
Of course, here, too, can be seen the effect of the movies and the 
figure they so often depict as the typical Russian: 
A man with high boots and a tall fur cap and big red bagy 
pants dancing a Russian folk song. White complexion. Friendly 
some of them Works hard.l 
The opinions given by the students certainly reflected the attitude 
of most of the newspapers, r8dio, and movies of today. It would be in-
teresting to see how quickly stereotypes can change by reading newspaper 
articles and editorials of the days when it was strategically important 
1 See Anpendix VI for further comments about the Russians. 
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for the American people to like the Russians, in the days when Russian and 
I American soldiers met with open, outstretched arms in Berlin. It becomes 
more and more difficult to know what to teach the students of to~. 
Chinese: While a fairly good proportion of the group favored the 
Chinese. they seemed more amused by this group than any other. Their 
physical appearance and their manner of dress was a source of tolerant 
amusement. 
They costumes are just a riot. 
A slant eyed person whois always sort of dumb and cute. 
'Talkee like thisee.' A small person yellow story book tYPe• 
A person with slanted eyes and seems snikey-peekey. 
The percentage of students who f avored the Chinese was fairly high 
by comparison with the other groups (31.8 per cent). It \'rould be interest-
ing to see how this percentage would compare in a group of students who 
had actual contact with the Chinese - perhaps in Los .Angeles. The per-
centa.ge of students with neutra~ opinions about this nationality was 
large (44.5 per cent) probably because the students were so busy describing 
the 11 picturesq_ueness 11 of the people as they thought of them that they 
did not have time to tell whether they liked them or not. 
One thing noted in this group was that the current newspapers had 
greatly influenced the t~~nking of the students. Many of them limited 
their remarks to an expression of sympathy for the Chinese people who 
are being overrun by the Communists. 
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The ancient Chinese people have now been turned into a modern 
battle of bloodshed and disaster. Communism is ruining the country 
and sad hearts are within. 
I think the Chinese have a lot of bad luck. For years wars 
have destroyed grain fields, livestock and industry. Without 
food the Chinese fall easy prey for Communits. 
In all too many cases the students still, however, have the typical 
picture of Chinese that Hollywood has given for so many years, theeneaky, 
sly, dagger-carrying person, not to be trusted behind your baCk. 
A beady eyed fellow who looks scary and sly and dangerous. 
I don't like him. Looks as if he might have a knife hidden on 
him. 
They ain't so pretty but there okey I think and they are 
weird looking. 
A Chinese is dark yello111 with black hair. His eres a 
very hard to look at and his seems creepy and sneaky. 
The strongest feeling towards the Chinese, whether they (the students) 
like them or not was the feeling that the Chinese were poor, unfortunate 
people who were badly in need of help. 
English: As one would naturally expect in a community where English 
ancestry is pronounced, the English people came in for high praise and 
were among the top three favorites. They felt as a whole that the English 
people were well educated and a surprisingly large number of people picturedj 
I 
the English people as being quite wealthy- this in spite of all the news-
\ paper stories about loans to Britain and Marshall Plan .Ud. Perhaps the 
., __ 
1 See Appendix VII for further comments about the Chinese. 
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influence of the movies was the strongest influence. 
A quite well dressed looking chap with a cane, strutting down 
an avenue with the expression of successfulness and pride on his 
face. Who says hello to everyone whether he knows them or not. 
A big man dressed in expensive clothes in a big car with 
a shuffer driving it. and some police driving after him. 
Perhaps one of the most amusing things noticed in this study was the 
feeling on the part of the students that many of these groups of people 
spoke with an accent. This was particalarly true in the descriptions of 
the English people. It did not occur to any of them that the Americans 
were the ones who spoke English with an 11 accent. 11 They were highly amused 
by the wey in which the English people used the English language. 
A person with a sissy accent • 
••• ~eer accent even thou they do speak English. 
A pipe! 'Hip, hip, How do you do old Chap.' 1 1m nearly 
in fits by the time I get away from them. But then they try 
to make friends and nearly always succede. 
A person with an English accent who usually comes from a 
foreign country. 
A number of the students, however, were not amused by the English 
and 11.8 per cent expressed themselves as not caring for the English 
people at all. The most common complaint against them was that they were 
too snobbish and considered themselves superior to everyone else in the 
world. 
An Englishman is a snobbish haughty person. Trys to get 
away with sly dirty tricks if he can. These people are too 
haughty for me. 
A haughty person, a man with a small mustache thin 
hair small and thin himself dark clothes a very ugly accent 
a person who is wrapped up in himself not to smart with an 
air of misplaced self assurance. 
They seam sort of prim and proper I wouldn't dare go to 
their houses for fear of doing something wrong but it's 
propbaley just the way they talk.l 
One interesting matter that was noted in the comments about the 
English was that so many of the students used the term 111ike us 11 in des-
cribing these people. Perhaps this is not a wise concept to teach the 
students. According to many of the men in the armed forces and according 
I 
to many observers it was this feeling that caused so much misunderstanding. ! 
The soldiers and sailors expected the English to be just like us and then 
couldn't understand it when they found them so different. ~ey found 
the English cold and unfriendly and they could not understand it. They 
did not see that because the island is small that the only way the English 
people can get any privacy is to be aloof. Their neighbors are so close 
that unless they are very careful they are in each other's way. !Ihere 
cannot be the breezy friendliness of the Americans. It is the common 
belief, however, in this country that because there are so many English 
factors and forms of culture that there must necessarily be a close kinship 
between the two countries and the two peoples. Perhaps it would be well 
to point out the differences as well as the likenesses to the pupils as 
is done with the other nationalities. 
1 See Appendix VIII for further quotations about the English. 
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Negroes: A good percenta~e of the students declared themselves in 
favor of the Negroes (40.5 per cent) an,d many more of them were tallied 
in the neutral columnwhen they expressed pity for the Negro because of 
the poor treatment he had received and is receiving down the history of 
this country. Only a small percentage (19.2 per cent) expressed themselves 
as being definitely opposed to the Negro. This is one classification where 
the comments would vary greatly according to the location of the s tud.y, of 
course. The fact that there was a Negro girl (the only one) enrolled in 
the school this year did much to increase the liking of the students for 
the whole r ace. 
Is very nice. my maid was one of the best Negroes I 
have ever seen. Barbara is nicer than two-thirds of the 
girls in the 8th Grade. 
Perhaps it was in this group more than in any other that one could 
see some f~intest glimmerings of hope that the teaching of tolerance had 
not been wholly in vain. The lessons of history were encouragingly 
evident. 
I think there is not a better person in the world than a 
negro. They have dark ~in yes, but that doesn't matter after 
all we are all brothers under the skin and they are as much 
american as anyone else. 
Many people are predjist against them but they are unfair. 
for if negros are bitter to us it is our fault. Many years ago 
we enslaved them and treated them cruelly. 
Too many of the students associated them with the menial tasks that 
II for so many years have been the only opportunities of the Negro race. 
A bum tha t works on the railroad eather as a trackman, or 
the engineer. He 'i"Jould probably have very dirty hands always. 
They have curly black hair . They are very spiritual and 
are superstitious. They come from the hot climate. They work 
as cotton pickers. 
I think of a dark man work at a circus puting up tents his 
skin all sweaty from presporation. 
Despite the fact that Negroes are so often pictured as happy-go-lucky, 
carefree people who sing and dance through life, a good number of the pupil 
associated much sadness with these people. 
Here is a shabby person shackled to chains working at a 
cotton field he works very hard but gets very little pay. His 
face is tired and drawn. 
A person who looks as if something had happened to one of 
his kin that was heartbreaking • 
••• Has hurt feeling. 
Of course it is not hard to visualize where this conception of a 
Negro was obtained: 
••• I picture a fat mammy with a huge apron and skillet frying 
pan cakes. 
There were those who expressed their adverse feelings for the Negroes 
quite freely, also. The only small consolation is that when one considers 
that the Negro problem is one of the leading problems of the country 
today it is encouraging to note that only about 20 per cent of this group 
were unfavorable to the Negroes. Their objections very definitely follow 
the stereotype pattern and show evidence of little or no actual contact. 
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A rather unpleasant character, many are thieves, fights 
with a razor. 
I wouldn't trust a negro because they are knoned for 
killing people.l 
American Indians: Less than. one third of the students hadfavorable ~,, 
comments to make about the Indians. The majority seemed too busy presenting 
I the typical picture of the American Indian to take the time to indicate 
whether they liked them or not. Even the favorable comments that they did 
I 
I 
make could not be called enthusiastic admiration for these people • 
••• I like them because of the wonderful place and w~ they lived 
a long time agol But not the w~ they live now and I think it 
was mean of us to put them on reservations and take away their 
freedom. 
Him plenty good man him do plenty good work me think him 
nice man. 
This was about as favorable a remark as could be found on these 
papers. The pupils were far more intent on giving the historical stereo-
type of the Indian. While they felt that the American people should be 
ashamed of the Waf they had treated the American natives, they still con-
sidered them the same as they were two centuries ago. Certainly here is 
evidence th t education can be misleading. 
Has a reddish skin, black eyes, and straight hair. They 
often go to battle and love it. They put on bright colored war 
paint. They live in teepees, ride ponies, and wear feathered 
headgear. 
1 See ~pendix X for further quotations about the Indians· 
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\'Tearing "'ar paint and galloting around a campfire with 
drums beating like mad. Rough and sinister looking. 
A campfire with dark brown and reddish skin with headdresses 
of feathers with breachcloths and mochasans sitting around 
chanting with a witch doctor . 
A man sitting in front of a campfire with his legs crossed 
and a blanket around him with a lot of feathers in his hair 
he looks very hot. 
Some of them who wished to feel that they were quite fair about all 
these people tried to make good comments about them and then found it 
necessary to show how far their liking and trust went~ 
I do not dislike indians but still I'd keep away from them. 
They are pretty strong and they could scalp you in 1 minute. 
They might be nice but I would never like to find out. 
Again it is encouraging to note that the lessons of brotherly love 
and assistance are a given at least lip service. Perhaps there is even 
hope that the students actually mean what they say when they make such 
statements as these. 
He lives on an old reservation and has no chance for any-
thing. He shouldn't have to st~ on a reservation. He is 
badly in need of help and is sick. He has no part in the 
government. He should.l 
Communists: In this category the results were found to be exactly 
what one would expect in these times. Only 1.2 per cent of the students 
expressed any f avorable co!!llllents toward the Communists and only 12.4 
1 See Appendix X for further quotations about the Indians. 
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per cent remained neutral. Of those Who were neutral practically all 
were neutral because they merely explained what they thought Communists 
were or said simply 11Russians. 11 
In this category was found the greatest percentage of unfavorable 
reactions (78.2 per cent) and their comments just about exhausted their 
vocabularies. Some of them had to give up simply because they ran out 
of words. 
A sneaky, dishonest, disloyal and every other mean thing 
in the dictionary. 
One student felt that one word could express his entire feelings 
toward the Communists: 
Ughl 
Below are quoted a few of the couments which show some of the ve-
hemence expressed against the Communists. In this first group of quota-
tions there is little or no evidence of reasoning on the part of the 
students to show why they didn't like these people. 
A person slightly over whieght well dressed sly looking 
and a person you would like to smash in the face. 
Rotten crook, not very smart crazy dum looking fierce 
bad temper carrying a gun. 
In my opinion is a no good, louse, cheap imitation of a 
human. 
A very ba.d person. I would m t use the language. 
These people I despise more than anyone else. I spit 
in their face to them. 'lhey are unloyal unhonest coward and every-
thing else I can think. All Comminists are born crazy. 
In the second group of comments there is at least some attempt made 
on the part of the pupils to give reason for their dislike of Communists. 
A russian, a person who hates democracy. I do not like anyone 
who hates democracy. He belives in another kind of government which 
I think is not good for the people. 
A sneaky person causing riots and confusing murders and leadine 
inocent people agenst their country (China). 
He is a big fat slob who is trying to take over other countrys 
He tels great big fat lies to his peopel & He sayes a america is all 
criminales, yes there are crimals in america but we are not all 
crimals. 
Lt is wise to remember here that of course practically all of these 
comments are describing Russian Communists and authorities of government 
tell us that Russia does not have true Communism. They are living in a 
virtual dictatorship. Therefore, the comments made by these statements 
do not necessarily indicate that the students even know the meaning of the 
term 11 Communist 11 • 
Americans do not always appreciate the rights that they have, such 
as the right of free speech. This study would not have been possible in 
a great many countries. Therefore it was a bit disconcerting to come a. 
cross this comment on one paper: 
As I said before I don't like to make a statements about these 
people I might get thrown in jail. 
In addition to the fact that most of the students showed no 
hesitancy in expressing their extreme dislike of the Communists they also 
told quite plainly what they thought should happen to all of these people. 
34 
Very crude, sad, and every single one of them should be demolished ! 
from this earth.1 
Apparently, to them, the extermination of a political ideology is as 
simple as that 1 
Although every possible effort was made to keep the writers of these 
papers anonymous, this was impossible in one case. There was in the school 
where this study was made a boy (a di~placed person) who was born in 
Russia (Ukraine) whose European writing made his paper easily identifiable. 
!Because he and his mother left Russia without Communist permission and went 
to Poland and Germany before finally making arrangements to come to this 
1 country, his paper was naturally of great interest. He did not sey m:u.ch 
about any of these people, but what he did s~ made one feel that he 
!spoke from personal (and unfortunate) experience. His comment about the 
Communists illustrates: 
A strong built person usually works in police. Is very bad to 
the people. Never smiles and talks too much unless he is drunk. 
By the last comment he meant that they were talkative only when they 
were drunk. He knew what he was talking about because as they fled across 
Poland and Germany they lived in constant dread that the Russian police 
would discover that they were Ukrainians and return them to Russia. Lucky 
indeed is the school that is fortunate enough to have students from other 
countries who can help to straighten out many harmful stereotypes. They 
also are extremely valuable in teaching appreciation of the American priv-
1 See Appendix XI for further quotations about the Communists. 
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ileges. It might be valuable to illustrate this by quoting from a class-
room discussion involving this same boy. 
The discussion involved the privilege of free voting and the demo-
cratic method of getting candidates. By w~ of comparison Peter was 
questioned as to the truth of a statement read in class that only 
Communist names were allowed on a ballot in a Communistic country. This 
was his reply: 
Well, let me put it this w~. A man could nominate another man 
who was not a Communist for a political office. But by the time of 
election neither the man who nominated nor the man who was nominated 
would be still alive so --- there would be only Communist names on 
the ballot. 
Rather simply but effectively expressed! 
Italians: Just below the English in favor were the Italians with 46.8 
per cent . of the comments made about them being favorable. The students 
made many personal comments about Italians because they have had close 
contact with descendents of this group and because many of them are of 
Italian parentage themselves. There were few sweeping generalizations 
made. As usual there were the two extremes of opinions about the Italians 
as illustrated below: 
... I feel that if there were more of them in this country 
tod~, America would be much better. · 
I don't like them. They are to busybodies. They are very 
discusting. They have to much power in the United States but not 
as much as the Jews. 
Could anything be more typical of the cartoon stereotype of an 
Italian than thisf 
A little man pushing a push cart down a street, Yelling 'Peanuts 
Peanuts' and making up a bag of 5¢ peanuts. He l'Oc,i k s kind. 
It is interesting to trace the origin of many of these stereotypes 
and many times this is perfectly obvious. The ideas found concerning the 
occupations of Italians were often the result of personal observation on 
the part of the student. Probably the two occupations listed most often 
were grocers and construction companies. The store nearest and most 
patronized by the students of this school is operated by Italians and the 
two leading construction companies in the town are Italian-owned. Thus 
do stereotypes grow. Because in this town Italians are found as grocers 
and contractors, therefore (s~ the students by implication) all Italians 
are grocers and contractors. Here is further evidence that stereotYPes 
are not based on thoughtful observation. 
Here, too, were found encouraging signs of tolerance and fair pla;v. 
It's not fair l People who were going to live next door weren't 
allowed to because of this. Most of them I know are even better than 
a lot of others. 
It is also very revealing to read comments such as the following; but 
it makes one wonder as to how and where the pupils can possibly get some 
of the ideas that make up their stereotypes • 
• • • ]e~ieve in a different religion then we do.l 
1 See .Appendix XIIf'or further quotations about the Italians. 
Irish: Perhaps the most noticeable thing about the descriptions about 
the Irish was the willingness and even the eagerness on the part of many 
of the students to indicate that they were Irish themselves. Their pride 
in their ancestry was very evident. The following quotation is typical 
of this tY:Pe of answer: 
The top of the morning to ye. I think there the best if you 
ask me. Why shouldn't I'm oneL There music can be lively and also 
be soft, and dreamy. Theyv'e many good legends, toot 
1~e students occasionally were willing to acknowledge their ancestry 
even when they were not quite so enthusiastic about the Irish: 
My father will disown me but, I think an Irishman is a hot 
headed fool (someti mes) when it comes to money. He _means well, 
but just dousen't know how to handle money. 
The enthusiasm of the students for the Irish ran high. They seemed 
to enjoy talking about this nationality whether they were talking in favor 
of them or indicating their dislike. For the mo st part they seemed to 
feel that the Irish were happy, jolly people with whom they liked to 
associate. However, many of them qualified their favorable statements 
about the Irish by indicating that they were friendly, jolly pe,ople but a 
group of people that one would be wise to &~oid if their tempers were 
aroused. The students used rather unusual terms to describe these people. 
Following are some quotations which show the high regard some of the 
students had for the Irish: 
A good hard joyful peron with plenty of ambition and guts to 
carry his ambitions out. 
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Fat, jolly, end kind. Loves horses and trains them. Believes 
in lepresons and other things of that sort. Loves his country dearly. 
Would make a kind and understanding friend. 
Oh boy 1 I love them. They wear green have redish yellow hatr. They 
love shamrock. They are full of fun. They are very honest. 
Some of the students were even specific as to which sex of the Irish 
people they liked: 
An Irishman is a jolly old elf. I enjoy Irish women well. I 
like the irishmen best of all forieners. 
Thickheaded people most of the time and want to get there own 
way, mostly kind and 1very 1 good looking girls. 
There was a relatively small percentage of the students who expressed 
unfavorable comments about the Irish (12.6 per cent). This contrasts with 
I 53.4 per cent who made favorable comments. Actually only fifty out of 
the three hundred ninety-five students expressed negative feeling against 
the Irish. Some of the feelings were as vehement as against any of the 
other nationalities, but most of the adverse comments made reference 
simply to the tempers of the Irish. Some of these comments follow: 
I think the Irish are too dirty theyd like too spit in your 
face if you asked them something. 
Is a red headed person, hot headed and hates the color of 
orange on St. Patricks Day. 
Also a very persistent lot, religious, happy, and very tough. 
And when he makes up his mind nothing can break it even if he is 
rang. a very high tempered person. 
There were a number of associations which were interesting. Some of 
them were a little difficult to decipher. 
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Foreleaf clover, Clance lored the bume, Dengerus dan mugrue. 
He runs after a pig that has gotten lose. His feet are bare 
and his hands are coarse.l 
In spite of these unfavorable comments and comments that merely indi-
ca.ted mental associations, the Irish still led the lists. This seems a. 
little unusual because the s~dents of Irish ancestry are not in the 
majority in the group tested. One would e:xpect to find the group best 
represented to be most favored by the comments but this was not true in 
thi~ particular study. The students with English ancestry were most numer-
ous. However, many of those who were of English ancestry completely dis-
associated themselves from this nationality and claimed that the English 
were too high and mighty for them. As for the students of Irish ancestry, 
they were not only loyal themselves but have managed to convince their 
classmates that the Irish are among the best people on the earth. 
Socia1ists: Here was another case of lack of knowledge on the part 
of the students. There is a question as to whether this classification 
ought to be disregarded because of the almost complete confusion on the 
part of the students questioned. It was decided, however, that it was im-
, portent to include it, in order to indicate how completely confused the 
students are about certain political terms. Many of them did not even 
recognize it a.s a political term and went on blithely to describe a. 
Socialist as to his build, his coloring, and his general description. In 
order to ta.bula.te the results it was necessary to add two more terms which 
1 See Appendix XII for further comments about the Irish. 
1 might be checked. There were many students who had absolutely the wrong 
answer (23.5 per cent). In addition there were more (6 per cent) who 
indicated that the Socialists were identical with the Communists so that 
actually by adding these two groups plus the group who made no response 
at all to this classifications (53.6 per cent) it gives a total of 83.1 
per cent of the students who had no idea what was meant by the term 
"Socialists". Only .2 per cent of the students indicated favor toward 
the Socialists and even these comments were doubtful. Most of them said 
simply, 11They1 re nice people. I like them." Perhaps the students were 
merely trying to cover their ignorance. 
The people in the neutral column, (8.8 per cent) were for the most 
part students in a few classes who had recently studied socialized medicine 
in England. They attempted to describe either the English form of govern-
ment or socialized medicine as it is being practiced in England to~. 
Free medical service. not a good idea. government control. 
can't do anything without government consent, no insentive. 
I see a doctor that s~s to you 1Don 1 t pay me. you'll p~ 
for this visit out of your income tax at an~en higher price. 
That will be a swell profit for~·' 
< 
There were a few who indicated dislike for the Socialists who also 
showed a slight acquaintance with the term. They were nearly as strongly 
opposed to this form of government as they ,.,ere to the Communists. 
A big fat fool greedy and working his people to the bone 
giving no chance for small business to start up. 
A person who doesn't know whats good for him. Democracy is 
the best by all means. I pity anyone that is a socialist. 
1 The two added Columns were 11 \\ rong Answer 11 and "Same as Communists 11 • 
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As for those who responded to this classification but had absolutely 
the wrong ans~rers, many of them would be amusing if it were not for the 
fact that students of tod~ should be familiar with a term that is before 
them so constantly. The answers are so pathetically wrong that it places 
much responsibility in the hands of the teacher of social studies to 
straighten out many of these political terms in the classroom. Some of 
these responses are given below. It would be well to remember that 23.5 
per cent of the students made replies almost as ridiculous as theseJ It 
indicates, in all probability, a confusion with the term 11 sociali tesn. 
Always going to parties, men al~ays well dressed. women covered 
with nail-polish. perfume, huge hairdoes, dyed blondes, face makeup, 
strapless daring evening gowns, in gpvernment. 
Very hi~ hat, stick-up, and always very tight. An apartment 
in New York.I 
Just imagine the confusion in the minds of students when the English 
Socialists are mentioned in the classroom discussion and this is the picture 
they have in their minds 1 A test of this type might be very profitable as 
a regular classroom procedure if the teacher would discover what incorrect 
concepts are held by the students. 
Apparently too often the terms Communists and Socialists are not made 
clear in the classroom. There were twenty-four students who thought that 
the terms were synonymous. Most of them put quite simply 11 Communistn. A 
test made on a group of adults might indicate this same confusion, however. 
There are many adults today who use these two terms inter-changeably. 
1 See Appendix XIV for further comments about the Socialists. 
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Because of this confusion, no real conclusions could be drawn from the re-
plies of the students. 
In general, it can be said that the data received from this study 
was certainly revealing. It might be expected that in a community such 
as this one, young people might be expected to show a high degree of 
tolerance. Such was definitely not the case. Even though this was a 
study to reveal any stereotypes held by seventh and eighth grade boys and 
girls it did almost as effective a job in discovering how much tolerance 
the students had. Most of the students come from fair to good homes 
(economically speaking). There are very few students who are from homes 
that would be described as really poor. 
This is also a college town where the cultural opportunities are many 
and a high percentage of the parents are college-graduates. It is a 
college-conscious town where at least fifty per cent of the high school 
graduates go on to schools of higher learning. If education should bring 
about greater understanding <>f and tolerance for other peoples. why has it 
not worked in this situation? There was only one indication that education 
had brought about some degree of tolerance. It was quite noticeable in 
reading over these papers that the ones with the worat spelling and the 
poorest grammar were the ones who were the most vehement in their opposition 
to many of these nationalities. This would indicate. although there is ab-
solutely no proof of this, that the students who came from more fortunate 
homes did show a greater degree of international understanding and good-
will. Even then. their attitude of superiority was all too evident. 
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There was another case in which it was impossible for the paper not 
to be identified. There is in the school a pair of twins who find it next 
to impossible to express themselves in words. However, they have much 
conpensation in being able to express themselves quite clearly through 
drawings. .Among the papers on which the students had given their im-
pressions of the various nationalities in words there appeared the paper 
of one of these boys on which in the two minutes allot ted, he ha.d given 
his impressions of these people by drawing pictures of the mental pictures 
he hs.d of these people. :Because he managed to show in most cases how he 
felt about these people as well as how he thought they looked, it was 
decided that these pictures might m&Ke a valuable addition to this study. 
Therefore see Appendix XV for a re-creation of some of the best of these 
sketches which the youngster was cooperative enough to make. They are 
included because they are perhaps one of the best evidences found in the 
whole study that stereotypes do exist in the minds of boys and girls. It 
is like actually seeing into his mind to discover what he really thinks of 
these people. There was no attempt to qualify how he felt about them. 
There is the evidence to show exactly how he felt. 
4.4 
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CB.APTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOt-IMENDATIONS 
This study was made in an endeavor to discover what stereotypes, if 
any, are held by a group of seventh and eighth gradestudents. That 
stereotypes do exist was proved in a number of wqa. 
The fact that the students replied quickly and glibly to each query 
was, in itself, a definite indication that students do have clearcut 
opinions about the various nationality, political and religious groups 
names. There was almo~t no hesitation in their response as each was 
named. This proved in the fact that there were only 382 cases in which 
the student made no .attempt to describe the group named. This number is 
small when it is considered that there were 395 students making 12 re-
sponses each (a'possibility of 8740 responses). Out of these 382 cases 
of no responses, 209 were in the descrip tions of the Socialists. There-
fore, in all cases except this small group of 382, the students had 
definite ideas about the people named in the study. 
, 11 The fact that the students expressed themselves so frankly was another 
indication tfiat they held stereotypes of the people named. There was not 
a single instance of a student saying 11 1 might be wrong but I think these 
1 
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peop e are ••• The number of cases in which the students expressed any 
doubt as to their opinions was negligible. Their opinions were given in 
declarative statements or in brief pithy phrases. If the stereotypes held 
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by the students were not strong and obvious to them, this indefiniteness 
would have been more clearly indicated by their responses. The only in-
stance where there was little or no evidence of a stereotype was in the 
case of the Social i st where ~here were 93 cases in which the answer was 
completely wrong and 209 cases in which there was no answer at all. In 
this instance there was much evidence of indefiniteness and confusion. 
The validity of the stereotype of the Swede has already been questioned 
because so many of the students showed by their answers that they had con-
fused the Swedes and the Swiss. Therefore the stereotype of the Swede can-
not be considered an accurate picture of the Swede as held by seventh and 
eighth gradestudents. 
As final evidence that this study did prove that stereotypes are held 
by seventh and eighth grade students, a compilations of the answers will 
be given below in the form of a composite picture of the g-oups as held by 
students. Each will give the descriptions and characterizations most 
often indicated by the students, in the order of frequency given by 
students. These stereotypes were arrived at by listing the descriptions 
and other factors given by the students. The number of times each 
characteristic or description was given was noted and after all papers 
were checked, the most numerously employed ideas were used to build the 
following stereotypes. 
The Mexican: A Mexican is a man \'Tho has very dark skin, yet not as 
dark as a Negro. On his head he wears a big broad-brimmed hat called a 
sombrero. He 1 s a jolly, happy person who usually has a wide grin (showing 
many white teeth) on his face . He likes and wears many bright colors. 11 
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He is a very friendly person especially to American tourists \·tho travel in 
his country often. He is fairly tall and has black hair. He has dark, 
beady eyes which are an indication that, although he is an agreeable, 
friendly person, one would do well to watch him at all times because he 
usually carries a knife. He uses his knife often and easily, especially 
when one's back is turned. He lives in a country of much bloodshed. The 
Mexicans are a very sleepy race. They alwa3's have a siesta in the middle 
of the d~ and one is quite apt to walk down the street at any time of the 
day and see numerous Mexicans leaning or sitting against a building, sound 
asleep, with their sombreros tipped over their faces to protect them a-
gainst a blazing sun. Because of this hot sun and because it is his nature 
anyw~, the Mexican is a very lazy individual and will avoid work whenever 
possible. He much prefers to live in dirt to ta k .ing the trouble to remove 
it. On the whole the Mexicans are honest although there are many exception 
to this. There are many f-iexicans who are sneaky and sly and not to be 
trusted out of one's sight. The Mexicans do much handwork and their love 
of bright colors sho\v-s up here. They make much pottery and they also do 
much hand-weaving. This is evidenced by the fact that whenever one sees 
a Mexican he is wearing a brightly colored, hand-woven blanket or shawl 
(called a serape) over his shoulder. On the whole, the Mexicans are a 
kind people who would make good frienns just as long as one kept one's eye 
on those sly, sneaky ones who are not to be trusted. 
~ ~: It was almost unanimously decided that the Swede is a 
tall person with very blond hair and blue eyes. In spite of the fact 
that he lives in a cold country and has to work hard for a living, the 
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Swede is a very g~ happy person. Because he lives in a very mountainous 
II country (the Alps) the Swede is very fond of outdoor sports, especially 
skiing. He is a very good athlete. He is a strong, husky individual and 
I although he is very friendly it would be wise to be on his side of an 
argument because he is so strong. He has a very fair skin that is often 
rough and red because there is so much snow and cold weather in his 
country. The Swede is a kind person, very willing to help someone who is 
in trouble. He is very honest and can be trusted ~here. A person can 
depend upon the word of a Swede and therefore he would make a very good 
friend. The Swede wears bright clothes and is usually warmly dressed in 
bright sweaters and pretty, woolen clothes. He is loyal and helps 
greatly in time of war. Even though his country is cold and often snow-
covered. there is much grazing carried on and there are many farm animals 
to be seem on the sides of the mountains. All in all, the Swede is a 
fine person, well-worth having as a friend. 
The Jew: The Jew is a very dark person, not like a Negro nor a 
Mexican but with skin darker than that of .Americans and with dark, sad 
eyes that look as though they have the sadness of the whole world in them. 
The Jews are a very religious people. Their religion is very different 
from ours, however. They do not believe in Christmas and they go to 
church on Saturdays. They have au.rly, black hair and a.s a race they are 
very short - much shorter than .Americans. They are a selfish group of 
people. They want the best of everything and are interested in ~tting 
much money without caring very much how they get it. It is just too bad 
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if anyone happens to be in their w~. For the most part. they aren•t 
even honest in their attempts to get money. They will get it anyway they 
can - honestly or not. Although some Jews are friendly, most of them are 
mean and not to be trusted. They are fat and swarthy-looking and probably 
their outstanding physical characteristic is their long nose. It might 
be fairer to say, however. that there are good and bad Jews. just as there 
are of any group of people on earth and sometimes the whole group of 
people is misjudged because of the actions and reput ations of a few. Be-
cause of the reputation Jews have, they have been persecuted down through 
the long years of history and are still being persecuted today - even in 
the United States. In spite of all this mistrea tment and persecution, 
the Jews are still a kind and friendly group of people. willing to be 
helpful and good friends if they are allowed to be. Just the same. the 
Jews are not well-liked by most Americans who would be happier if the Jews 
were not allowed to live in the same neighborhoods with Americans. 
The Russian: The Russian is a big, strong man, usually dressed in 
furs or other warm clothes. The Russians are very unfortunate because 
they have very wicked leaders - the Communists - and the people themselves 
don't know any better than to follow them. Because of these evil leaders 
the Russian people themselves have become mean, bad people, although 
fundamentally the Russians are ordinary people like Americans. In color-
ing the Russians are very dark. The people themselves have absolutely no 
say in their own government so that even if they didn't like what the 
Communists were doing, they could not do much about it . The leaders of 
the Russians are very cruel people who are out to conquer the whole world 
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and they do not care how they do it. It does not matter to them how many 
people they hurt or kill in their struggle to rule the world. The leaders 
are extremely dishonest and while they may pretend to be friendly, it 
~rould be well to be on guard because they are not to be trusted at all. 
The people themselves are poor and ragged and have to work hard for a 
living because so much of what they produce has to be turned over to the 
government and the people never see it again. The Communist leaders of 
Russia are obviously very warlike and very few people anywhere in the 
world tod~ can really se~ that they like the Russian people. However, 
most people will agree that as far as the Russians as a whole go, there 
are good Russians and bad Russians. Unfortunately the bad Russians are 
in control of the whole country now and are trying desperately hard to 
control the whole world. Perhaps it would be fairer therefore to say 
that there are really two classes of Russians - the poor peasantswho are 
not too well known but \'Tho would be nice if it were possible to know them 
and the wicked, cruel Ru.ssians who are Communists and who are heartily 
disliked by most of the world. 
The Chinese: The Chinese are a race of people who have yellow skin 
and very peculiar slanting eyes. Their eyes seem to be squinting all the 
time and are rather beady-looking. They have dark brown or black hair 
which is usually worn in one long braid down the middle of the back. The 
Chinese have been at war for many, many years, and besides that, are a 
very poor nation, therefore the people are poor and ragged. The Chinese 
are very kind and friendly people who try hard to be helpful to other 
people. The Chinese must work very hard for a living. About the only 
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things he can do to earn a living are to catch fish and to grown rice 
which are the mainst~ of the Chinese diet. The Ghinese also wears most 
unusual clothes. They wear a long garment like a gown (even the men) 
which is slit up the sides. They like bright colors and usually em-
broider their clothes with all sorts of bright colored designs, perhaps 
dragons or flowers. The Chinese can be either very sad or very gay. 
They are sad because they are so poor and have been fighting wars for so 
long and they are hungry and ragged and yet in spite of all their 
troubles they can be light hearted and g~ as they celebrate their many 
interesting festivals. Most of these festivals are religious celebrations 
and they seem very strange to Americans because the Chinese religion is 
so very different. They believe in and worship many gods and have many 
unusual supersti tiona. In this group of people, too, can be found the 
good and the bad. Some of the Chinese are as honest ~s Americans while 
others are very sly and quite apt to carry a knife and therefore are not 
to be trusted. Probably most Chinese are associated with two types of 
work- they are either laundrymen or they own and operate restaurants 
where very good and unusual food is served. 
The English: Probably the most outstanding characteristic of the 
English is that they talk with an accent. Even though it is true that 
they speak the same language as we Americans do - the English language 
they certainly speak it very differently. On the whole, the English are 
a happy and gay nationality although they tend to be a much soberer, 
sterner race than Americans. The Englishmen are usually tall, thin men 
who are very nice and kind. The English are probably more like Americans 
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than any other people which is quite nat~al because after all, it was 
from the~ that the United States was first founded. Although the English 
are alweys honest and trustworthy it is not very easy to be friendly with 
them because they are inclined to be rather haughty and to think that 
they are better than any other people on earth. The English have fair 
skin and alweys look nice because they are so well dressed. In spite of 
the fact that many Englishmen seem haughty, after you get to know them 
they are friendly and they are good friends to have because they are a 
loyal group of people. On the whole, the English people are a wealthy 
nation. This can be seen by the way they dress and also because they 
1 ride around in such nice cars and alweys have chauffeurs and butlers 
and they live in such magnificent homes. These people have unusually 
good manners and they are a well-liked group of people. 
The Negrol When one thinks of a Negro the first thing he thinks of 
is th2t the Negro has dark skin and tightly curled black hair. Next, one 
thinks of how badly treated the poor Negro has been down through the 
years of American history. In fact in many ways the Negro is still 
treated very unkindly todey. There are evidences of this in nearly 
every newspaper that one reads. Yet in spite of this fact the Negro is 
a very happy-go-lucky individual who is usually gey and smiling. lnother 
evidence of his happiness is that he is usually found singing and dancing. 
The Negroes are well-known for their music. They find time for this sort 
of thing even though they have to work hard for a living and usually must 
work at jobs that are not too pleasant because they are not allowed in 
many pla.ces and there are only certain jobs that are open to them. The 
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Negro is often a great big person who might be rather frightening if he 
were not such a kind, friendly person. One wonders how he can be such a 
nice friendly person when one remembers that not too many years ago 
nearly all the Negroes in this country were actually slaves. There are 
even many people in this country who still consider the Negro to be s 
sla.ve and treat him accordingly. Of course there are good and bad Negroes 
and many times the best ones get judged right along with the bad ones. 
When one Negro is featured in the headlines for a crime all Negroes are 
immediately cast right along beside him which is certainly unfair. Be-
fcause of the fact that there are actually so few good jobs open to Negroes 
many of them are ragged and poor and one usually finds them living in the 
poorest parts of t he towns and cities and living in poor surroundings. In 
spite of the way he has been treated, the Negro with his friendly smile 
and bright, shining eyes can usually be counted on to be a gpod friend 
of all his fellow-Americans. 
II The .American Indian: One immediately gets a vivid mental picture when II 
the words 11 American Indian11 are mentioned. There are a number of physical 
characteristics that flash across the stage of one's mind. There appears 
a man, tell and straight, almost stately, with a red, coppery skin. His 
hair is jet black and it m~ be cut in any one of e. number of unusual ways. 
His eyes are an unusual feature also . They are very beady and so piercing 
they seem to look right through you. He seems different too because of 11 
the place in which he lives. Instead of being able to live where he wants 
to, he is forced to live in fenced-in areas called reservations. These 
reservations were provided for him by the government of the United States 
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after the white man had taken all of the Indian's land from him. While 
some of the Indians are friendly, there are still many who are very fierce 
and cruel. They are a very strong race of people and if they belong to 
the war-like tribes it would be just as well to keep one's distance from 
them. The Indians are still a very primitive people and this shows up 
often in the way they dress. Ordinarily they wear few clothes. The. few 
II they wear are bright and on their heads they still wear a big feathered 
headdress. The Indian is skillful with his hands and if one travels west 
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to the reservations one can find many places where pottery, jewelry, a.nd II 
other hand-made articles are sold by the Indians. ihe Indian talks little 
and seems unfriendly. This is not usually true. The Indian is a good 
friend of the white man and is very honest and trustworthy. The home of 
the Indian seems strange to the white man. He lives in a tent-like 
affair tha t is usually brightly decorated in the colors the Indian is so 
fond of. These tents are called 11 teepees 11 and are still the main dwelling-
place of most of the Indians. It would be perhaps unwise to leave the 
description here with the impression that all Indians are friendly and 
peace-loving because this is not so. There are still many Indians in 
the United States who are extremely war-like. They love warfare and will 
go on the warpath at the drop of a hat and when they do it would be well 
for Americans to watch their scalps because that is still one of the 
favorite pastimes of the Indians. Many a night he can be seem all decked 
out in war-paint with his bow and arrows. He is dancing and prancing 
around a smoky fireplace chanting as he runs. One can hear also that 
mad beating of the war drums and the tom-toms that incite the Indian 
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braves to war. Thus - here too there are the conflicting pictures of the 
11 good and bad Indians. 
II The Communist: It was in this category that the students used most 
varied and the most colorful language. In order to really do their 
descriptions justice it would be necessary to list column after column of 
adjectives. These adjectives would be almost one hundred percent uncompli-
mentary. First of all, Communists are Russian and although there are good 
and bad Russians, there are not good and bad Communists. They are all bad. 
They are of course anti-democratic and anti-American. Most of the 
Communists are poor stupid people who have been deluded by their leaders 
into thinking that Communism is the perfect form of government. If they 
were not doing so much harm in the world todS¥ one might even feel a 
little sorry for their stupidity. However, one cannot afford to feel 
sorry for them because they have a tremendous lust for power and they have 
every intention of taking over the whole world. They cannot be satisfied 
with just Ru.ssia. ' They must make the whole world into Communists whether 
they want it or not. Actually the Communists have a dictatorship although 
many of them do not realize it. What do they look like! Well, they are 
tall, dark people and usually inclined to be fat. It is very evident 
that they are sly and dishonest because these characteristics show in their 
faces. ihey are a cruel, mean group of people and they have absolutely 
I no consideration for any one who will not agree with them. They are greedy 
and selfish. They are \'Ticked. They are probably the most disliked people 
on the face of the earth tod~. The world would be a much better place in 
which to live if all the Communists should disappear overnight. 
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The Italian: The Italian has rather dark skin although not dark when 
compared to the Negro or· Indian but it seems a little darker than Americans 
and he usually has dark hair to match. The I tali an person makes a good 
II impression on most people because he is good and kind. He is very good 
natured which also makes him popular with all groups of people. He is 
usually a very hard-working individual and one finds him often in the 
II lesser occupations such as selling fruit from a stand in the road or even 
11 vending peanuts. Because he is such a friendly person one cannot help 
liking the Italian. He is often rather short. His accent is very notice-
able . He makes a good citizen because he is so honest and can always be 
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counted upon to be a loyal person . One usually associates the Italians 
with the fine arts because so many of them have become famous for their 
talents. The Italians have become very well-known for their musical 
accomplishments and they are also a very artistic group of people. They 
are often quite capable along athletic lines, also . Of course if one were 
thinking of foods in connection with these groups of people one would 
immediately think of spaghetti whenever the Italian people are mentioned. 
The Irishman: The first thought one has of the Irish people is that 
of a happy, jolly people who would be extremely pleasant to know. One has 
the feeling of quick, warm friendship whenever an Irishman appears on the 
scene. Irishmen are generally good, kind-hearted people who are honest 
and loyal. However, lest anyone t~~nk that the picture is one of complete 
pleasantness it would be well to remember that a great many Irishmen have 
red hair and a fiery temper to match the hair . Even though they are such 
pleasant, jolly people to know, it is unwise to get an Irishman cross with 
you, because he is very apt to lose his temper and them is the time for 
all in the vicinity to beware. The Irish have an interesting way of talk-
ing. Many of them have a very heavy brogue which is noticeable even when 
they have been away from Ireland for years and in some cases even though 
they have never actually been in Ireland. They are very fond of green 
and most people usually associate this color with the Irish people. They 
are a very superstitious group of people and they believe in such things 
as leprechauns and wee folk and do not like to go against the tradi tiona 
of their country. They fear that great catastrophe will befall them if 
they do. They are quite religious and most of them are Catholics. They, 
too, are a hard-working group of people and are one of the best liked 
groups of people in this country. They are found often-times as policemen 
or farmers. Some people say there ah.o11ld be more of them in this country 
and others say that there are too many of them here already. 
The Socialist: This is a difficult group to make a composite picture 
of because there were so many false ideas given about the Socialists and 
yet such a picture may still have value if only to indicate how woefully 
ignorant many of the students are concerning such fundamental governmental 
concepts as Communists and Socialists. Socialists can be any of the 
following: Usually they are Russian Communists and they believe that the 
government should control everything. This ~uld eliminate small busin-
esses. England has go e Socialistic. They have, over there, a form of 
socialized medicine which is one aspect of Socialism. Socialists are 
usually very dark people who are not nice. They are inclined to be mean. 
They are poor and sad. Yet also they are people who are high in society 
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and have many great parties. They live in expensive apartments and throw 
around much money. 
These, then, are the stereotypes of certain groups held by seventh 
and eighth grade boys and girls. These composite pictures were based on 
the outstanding characteristics attributed to the different groups by most 
of the ~tudents. These characteristics were given as nearly as possible 
in the order of their popularity as indicated by the number of pupils who 
expressed the same ideas. In most cases there was no hesitancy in their 
answers. In some cases opposite characteristics were given in the same 
composite picture because the students were rather evenly divided as to 
whether the people being described were honest or dishonest, selfish or 
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generous, etc. 
11 The conclusions of this study must be therefore that students of 
seventh and eighth grade levels do have definite stereotypes about the 
nationality, religious and political groups used in this study. How, when 
and where they got them could well be the next step to investigate. The 
fact that the students do have definite stereotypes about the groups named 
here does not necessarily prove that they have stereotypes about all 
groups of people so that further study would have to be made to discover 
what other stereotypes are held by students of this age. If one is to 
discover the source of such stereotypes it would be necessary to make a 
similar study on all grade or age levels to find out when stereotypes 
really become fixed to the point that a child can so easily describe the 
picture that he has in his mind about a person whom he probably has never 
seen. 
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Of course it must be remembered that a very limited number of 
students participated in this study. Also, it was not a. representative 
group in so far as education, economics and social standing are concerned. 
Therefore, it is merely an indication of the presence of stereotyping and 
cannot be called a conclusive study. 
Therefore, these conclusions would seem to prove this project is a 
very primary step in the study of stereotyping and simply indicates a 
whole field for study and experimentation. 
If inter-group education can be taught, then education must continue 
to try to OJ rrect harmful stereotypes. Dora E. Palmer has this to say 
I about the dangers involved in thoughtless assignment of reading without 
1/ consideration for its social value or the harm which might result: 
11
.Another type of poem commonly included in anthol-
ogies is the dialect poem. I believe that these poems need 
careful handling in order to avoid the stereotype which they 
so often suggest. We mav teach in our earlier lessons that 
all men have inherent dignity r~ardless of colot' of skin or 
racial background. Then we may read poems by or about 
Negroes or Italians or Scandinavians or Irishmen, and through 
the humerous or exaggerated effect of the dialect, undo all 
the good we may have done. Such poetry or verse is in my 
opinion, in the same category ~~th a. prose work commonly in-
cluded in recent anthologies, Leonard ~. Boss' The Educa ion 
2.f. Hyman Kaplan. These poems mey be good material for motiva.-
ting good inter-group relations but only if correct, conclu-
sions are drawn. If a class reads Kipling's Fuzzy Wuzzy or 
Gunga. Din and gains nothing but a laugh at the dialect, great 
harm has been done. If, on the other ·hand, they clearly see 
Kipling's respect for the native in each poem, good has re-
sulted. If a. class reads Daly's 11Da. Leetla Boy11 and thinks 
only that the dialect i just like the speech of old Tony 
who runs the fruit store on the corner and whom the children 
love toma.se because he gets upset and bursts into violent 
Italian, the reading has merely confirmed the stereotype of 
the Italian-American. We must be sure that love of family, 
the love of children are the points that are stressed in this 
r.:: 
11 
poem rather than the peculiar differences in speech. Far better, 
in my opinion, if we are to read poetry other than British and 
American (and I think we should, by all means) to read serious 
poetry by men and women of as many races and nationalities as 
possible to pick up any good anthology of world poetry is in it-
self a lesson. The more intelligent the student, the more he 
can be appealed to through the beauty of the poems to realize 
that no race has a monopoly on genius. Even if the intelligence 
of a class is not high, it is possible, by choosing simple poems 
and by merely reading them well, not pulling them apart to 
demonstrate the greatness of the individual, be he Negro, Je\'1, 
Catholic, Protestant, Chinese or American. 11 1 
Certainly education is one answer to the problem of how to eliminate 
the undesirable stereotypes but it must be handled very skillfully. The 
~ 
teacher of today is extremely fortunate because of the vast wealth of 
material that is available for both her and the student and in which the 
problems of race and creed and color are met more skillfully than the 
2 
ordinary classroom teacher could do. Education seems to have a strong 
influence for good. In support of this, Gordon Allport has this to s~ 
about education for better race relations: 
The question that has worried some of us is whether it is 
possible to educate for better race relations at all . For my 
part I have been going through a couple of years of rather 
cynical misgivings because I encounter so much bigotry. We 
find it among the so-called best families of substantial in-
come and high level of schooling •.. 
1 Dora E. Palmer, "Intergroup Education in Literature Class" -
Unpublished Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
2 See the bibliographies Appendix XVI and page for listings of 
some of the books written on this subject for the teacher and 
the student. 
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Just recently, however, a little evidence has been produced 
that is more encouraging. A graduate student of mine has been 
working over some data gathered by national public opinion polls 
on attitudes of white people toward the Negrg. Her analysis of 
these findings, drawn from a representative sample of the entire 
country, yields some interesting results. Breaking the data 
down by educational levels she finds some significant trends. 
For example if you take the question, 1 Do you think that most 
Negroes in the United States are being treated fairly or un-
fairly?' - 45% of college graduates say unfairly; whereas among 
those 'oltho have had only hi~h school education, 21% say unfairly; 
among thOse' "ft]:lo hav~-..had only.". gJ:ammar school education 17% say 
unfairly. In other words, those who have had college education 
more than twice as often show that they understand the ethical 
side of the Negro problem. Apparently, the level of education 
has something to do with the first step toward betterment of 
race relations, namely, knowledge of conditions ••• 
When it comes directly to prejudice itself, to questions 
dealing with 1 social distance', such as, 'Would you eat at the 
same table in a restaurant with a Negro,' the correlation of 
the answers given with education was not so high, but still 
one-third more college-trained people are liberal and friendly 
than high school people, and high school graduates one-third 
more liberal and friendly than grammar school graduates. So, 
there is real evidence that level of education makes a differ-
ence even in respect to personal attitudes and feelings of 
social equality ••• 
In conclusion, these are the points to remember if we in-
tend to make inter-group education effective: 
First, all of us are prejudiced to some degree and in 
certain respects, and there are those who would exploit this 
latent bigotry for their own purposes. Second, the depressing 
number of'well-educated 1 persons who display the anti-democratic 
marks of intolerance should remind us that there are other 
social and economic forces which influence our thinking besides 
the formal educative institutions in America. Third, although 
some 'well-educated' people show no gain in tolerance or social 
sensitivity as a result of their educational benefits, there is, 
nevertheless a direct ratio between the amount of education and 
the absence of intolerance which is heartening. Fourth, we know 
that if we specifically emphasize certain attitudes and skills 
in our instruction of pupils they will develop those attitudes 
and skills in varying degrees. Therefore we have a clear mandate 
to develop specific inter-group education within the general 
field of education as preventive medicine against the social ills 
of democracy, the most destructive of which is bigotry. The 
greatest value from this intercultural education mav be expected 
(a) if we increase the factual knowledge of the student in the 
area of race relations, (b) if we indicate that individual dif-
ferences are more significant than group characteristics, and (c) 
if we convey a psychologifal understanding of the behavior re-
sulting from persecution. 
It is recommended the teaching of intergroup education be a part of 
every course in the schools and not merely the task of the Social Studies 
teachers. It is just as necessary for the students of all colors and 
creeds to get along together on General Science as it is for them to be 
congenial in Social Studies or any other course. It is definitely, how-
ever, a problem of education. 
II This study has proved that intergroup understanding must be taUt?;ht 
and taught and taught again and even then the results mey be discouraging. 
Even so, it is recommended that the struggle for racial equality must be 
continued, stronger than ever if the schools hope to neutralize the 
stereotypes that are given to the students by so many outside forces, in-
eluding the strongest single influence, the home. 
11 It is also recommended that wherever· possible, the teacher make use 
of all available kinds of materials to emphasize the contributions of 
these races, creeds and colors. The more their good points are brought 
to light, the less the students will remember the hackneyed stereotype. 
One of the greatest steps away from a stereotype was the acceptance by 
big league baseball teams of the Negro players. Now when a teacher asks 
for outstanding Negroes in this country todey, every boy in the room is 
1 Gordon Allport, 11 I s Intergroup Education Possible? 11 in Scrapbook 
for Teachers, Fair Employment Practice Commission, ]aston, 
Massachusetts, 1948, p. 
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on his feet to nominate Jackie Robinson or 11 Satch11 Paige. It seems to 
work out that the more these races are accepted on an equal basis and on 
the basis of what they have contributed, the less evidence there is of a 
stereotype. 
II Finally, there are some specific recommendations for a study of this 
sort that it might be well to add here. 
II First of a.ll, in using as many a.s twelve groups there are advantages 
as well as disadvantages. From the students' point of view it was a good 
idea because it not only included the minority groups but the majority 
groups as well. It also allowed them to express a difference between such 
groups as the Ru.ssians and the Communists and not to group them all to- II 
gether and brand them with the same adjectives. However, in using so many 
groups with such a large group of students, the results could not be 
utilized as fully as one could wish. If fewer names were used, each 
ans,.,.er could have been analyzed more carefully and used to greater 
advantage. Nevertheless, the advantages mB¥ have outweighed this disad-
vants.ge. 
Probably it would have been wiser to eliminate political groups 
from this study. Although there was a good reason for including the two 
political groups named here, they might have been analyzed better in a 
study where all the attention was being directed toward po\itical groups. 
Another recommendation for similar studies would be to have the 
students indicate their racial origin after they had completed their 
comments. Although this would not have been completely accurate (because 
' many of the students are not completely sure of their ancestry without 
--------~ 
inquiring at home), it would have made possible a closer tie-in of the 
answers with the reasons for them. Although it was decided not to get 
the recial origins at the beginning of this study it probably would have 
made a more valuable study if this information could have been included. 
It is strongly recommended that the students not be requested to 
sign their names in answering questions of this type. No matter how 
favored a group (educationally speaking) is being checked, the results 
will be amazing if the students feel that they do not have to give the 
llaccepted11 ans'lil'er but can tell how they really feel. The same students 
who will stand up in elass aui be thoroughly disgtlsted with a lynching in 
the South or be horrified at the Jewish extermination camps in Germany 
will not hesitate to tell exactly how they feel about these people, per-
haps that all Negroes are dirty or even that the United States would be 
better off if all Jews were removed. They would not express their feelings 
so honestly if they had to sign their names. 
Although the previous studies on this subject which were examined 
were ell in the form of questionnaires, it is felt that the real emotions 
of the students were more clearly expressed by the brief answer as used 
in this particular study than could possibly have been done in an objective 
type questionnaire. The two minutes allotted for each answer was found 
to be just enough for the student to s~ all that he had to say and was 
not so long that much of the time was wasted. 
It would have been interesting if there had been time to find out 
where the pupils got the opinions that made up their stereotypes. If it 
were possible to trace the origins of these mistaken ideas that boys and 
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girls have about people, it might be easier to correct the stereotypes at 
the starting point. Of course it was obvious that many of them stemmed 
directly from the home but there was much evidence to indicate that the 
movies and the literature that the students read have had a great deal 
to do with the building of these stereotypes. Television, which has 
brought about the rebirth of vaudeville with its typical characters of 
the different racial bids fair to set back intergroup understanding about 
fifty years. 
It is unfortunate that there is not some way in which more of the 
extremely interesting reactions of the students could be included in a 
study of this kind. If the group studied were smaller it might be possible 
to give a better survey of the answers given by the pupils. Nearly every 
' answer was an interesting reaction and would be well worth studying for 
its implications. There were, of course, thousands of these answers, 
many of which obviously could not be recorded but it would be a reveal-
ins study for any teacher to make. 
This leads to a final recommendation - that every teacher could 
not help but profit by giving this type of a questionnaire to his or her 
own students if the teacher would know what the students in that class 
really think about other people. That information is essential if the 
teacher wishes to have a starting point for any intergroup understand~ng 
that the te cher desires to promote. It will certainly bring out the 
strengths and weaknesses that already exist as far as the thinking of the 
pupils is concerned. 
If the teacher needs some help on straightening out some of the 
concepts that are held by the students, the books listed in the students 
bibliography are recommended for putting facts on a level tha t can be 
clearly understood by the students of junior and senior high school level. 
Not only will they understand them but they will enjoy them and actually 
learn the facts about some of these racial and religious fallacies. 
II 
II 
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APPENDIX III 
Some quotations about the Mexicans: 
"I see a tall dark complected .man w1 th a broad smile. He is honest 
and loyal and would be a good :triend to have. He wears a sombrero and 
:tancy cloths. He oarrys ~wo guns." 
"happy small man, dressed in colorful clotlles, sort ot sly and not too 
honest, a good friend 1:t you can trust him because that is about their only 
disquali ty." 
"I see a man w1 th dark skin sleeping in the sun with his hat over his 
eyes a :tancy costume o:t bright colors he is leaning against a building 
people are rushing by." 
"They have a dark skin and black hair. They live in rude huts in 
Mexico. They eat much ditterant :tood :trom what we do. They are very cross 
people." 
"He is very smart and illtegent. His ideas and ways might not seem. 
so bright but to him it is wondertul." 
"A tall man with a bright red blanket. A dark gruesome :tace. Rough 
hands and in bare :teet, with many scars." 
"I do not know much about Mexicans but I have studied them. in school 
:trom what I have heard I think that the .m.agiaiorty are very nice like in 
any race." 
"A dark man Yd. th a blanket around him and a great big hat sleeping 
under a tree. He is a kind man. With the hat pulled down over his eyes." 
"A Me:dcan is a joytul man with a big hat and a sort ot blankBt over 
his shoulder. He looks like a :tunny looking .man." 
"A medium-sized brownish-skinned mn w1 th a big wide sombrero and a 
mul.ti-colored shawl on his shoulder. He is happy with a broad smile 
showing many, many teeth. " 
MI think ot a short man with a sombrero taking a siesta in a quiet 
town. I think o:t couples square dancing with girls iD, full skirts with 
bright colors and men in short coats." 
II 
II 
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APPENDIX III - Coni inued 
"They are good friends, are very calm and quiet. But in their 
eyes there is a !'ire ot hatred ltl.ich burns in them since the time ot 
Spanish kings." 
• ••• They make tood 1n the streets.• 
• ••• and bad tempered." 
"A Mexican is a dark haired and dark :faced hombre. He wears a smile 
on his dark face but his eyes look sinister. I ean tell he is someone I 
Will try to keep away !'rom." 
"A short dark little mn, with a big sumbrero, aDd a sad look on his 
!'ace. He has a gun 1n his hand." 
"I don't have anything against them. I never knew a Mexican but it 
I did I oo uldn 't see anything wrong w1 th t hem." 
"Be does not wear boots. He wears something like girls shoes.• 
"... staring eyes • " 
" big tat man With a very pitcurest hat. 
has not been educated. He is a hard worker. 
has dark skin. • 
He is no too smart for he 
He is not very honest. He 
"A very primi t1 ve person: not to clean; a person 111. th a sombrero; 
bull t' ights." 
I 
-
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APPDIDU IV 
Some quotations about the Swedess 
"A triend ot mine that I'm .mad at now. Dark 'brom hair and very 
stubborn also co.mes into r.n.y mind." 
"I wwld not like a SWede on a day because he would probably have a 
queer odor, hair in his face, dirty. On Sunday's and holidays I would 
like him very much." 
" ••• If I was a captain of a boat I would want a couple of SWedes in 
the boiler room." 
"Honest, good sports and very clean people in their own ways." 
"I know a SWede person and she talked too much. She is kind though 
she brags to much." 
"A person with yellow hair, a mite face and I think light eyes. Verr 
friendly and sort or t1rJn." 
"A SWede is usually strong, tall and blonde. Not top-heavy on brains, 
but kind, lives in Northern Europe, usually good skiers." 
"A picture tor.ms in .mind right away of a husky, lumberman rolling 
logs down the r1 ver. But all of thelll are not like this, a.Dd besides what 
is wrong with this occupation." 
"A large man blond hair blue eyes good natured voice, a farming man 
large hands not too smart; with an accent sometimes. The man has on work 
clothes clean smelling like.• 
"A person wearing very plain clothes. The SWedish people are so 
nice looking on the whole, that they really don't need any tancy clothing." 
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APPENDIX V 
Some quotations about the Jews: 
"A fat dark man dress in chesp but expensive looking cloths, he is 
ehe\'ling on a cigar and giving somebody a line o:f guf':f • 11 
11A person can sometimes be a good :friend other times they can have 
habits o:f drinking, swearing, betting, and other things out o:f the 
ordinary." 
"Jewish :people have very dark skin, not as dark as mtey'be a Negro but 
dark. They usually speak Italian. I would say for ~ own o:p:pinon that 
they can be nice :people, most o:f the aren't." 
11 Good :people but I do not wish to answer this question 'beca:u.se I do 
not :feel there should be a difference between religions in our country~ 11 
"I think they are very nice :people and I don 1t like what ha:p:pen when 
our teacher said a Jew. Some o:f the :people :from the river street crowd 
la'tl&h." 
"Although many :people dislike the Jews, I think the same :people would 
join the IQ.u Klux IQ.a.n or betrey his country. A Jew is a. hardworking and 
wants to learn, a lot more honest than some 1Americen 1 :people." 
"Seems mopey and slippery in habits, rather dishonest, but can be 
loyal, some are cowards." 
11 I think o:f a Jew as l think of any other :person~ I have nothing 
~a.inst thsn and never will~" 
11 A tall dark man with a. relign so great he walk around the world for 
God." 
11 ~ •• sort of very honest." 
11 \'lhen I think of a Jewish woman I :picture her as wearing very 
extravagent clothes and platform shoes with huge diamonds on her hands 
and big jangling earrings on. ( Chara.cteristis - hook nose) I do not 
pa.rticularlz care for them~ n 
11 I like some Je\'/S becaus they act nice to you and some Jews I hat 
because the ack alfule~ '! 
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11 A short man usually- with black hair and ey-es, he is a treacherous 
business man. I have no love or hate for him. He is usUBJ.ly very-
tightfisted~ n 
11 I t hink of a person who has a. very bossy way. l1h.o might be a good 
I friend to have a.t times but not at other times. And they aren't wanted." 
II 
" ••• cannot live in some towns because they iry to take things over." 
"I know a family of Jews and they- are very nice, but some JS\fS are 
rotten. They swear, end try to deceive God. Other's are very nice~ 
Some start War over in the country where God was born." 
"I don 1t trust them myself very far~" 
"When I think of a. Jew I think of them a.s any other ordinary- man, 
woman, or child. Most people don't like them just because their Jews~ 
I 
Their really happy people and fun to be with. I ought to lmow because I 
J pley wi. th one." 
"Ther e tight people. There not very cheerful. There money crazy-. 
(Every-body is)." 
11 Da.rk skin with ey-es full of sadness." 
"I think a Jew is frendly-, most people go, there goes a Jew. Cant 
I 
y-ou imagin someone saying that to you how would you feal and dont forget 
our lord was a Jew. n 
II 
tl I don't very- much about them but they don 1 t have any Chri stma.s or 
presents. They- are ver.y religious~" 
"Going to the temple reading Hebrew stories. Eating bread and cheese. 
Short with a long beard bearfooted." 
"A man on a construction crew being greatly made fun of about Good 
Friday in which he didn 1t believe. He is dressed fairly well. I think 
this is because this is how I saw a. Jew being treate~ 11 
n ••• Has his ey-es open wide all the time." 
"I see in this picture a poor trampled down person with very little to 
live for. His faee is drawn with fiteauge~ His eyes are very sad how 
could people be so unkind to thEill~" 
APPENDIX V - Continued 
•A Jerson who has come from another land one who was destined to 
wander till the end of time. A person who is sometimes the nicest person 
in the world sometimes.not. A person whos eyes alw~s seem to reflect 
sadness great thought, a smart person. n 
"People that can be your friends. They-some-are very sociable and 
nice to be with other are not so nice. It is only fair to give them a 
I 
chance." 
"A dark man with dark hair e.nd eyes. Most people won't tolerate them 
but they probably feel the same about us~" 
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APPENDIX VI 
Some quotations about Russians: 
"A big person who is libel to pertend to be your friend but get you 
shipped o'!f to Siberia. Take my advice never trust one." 
"Has (this is only a few not all) to boss, to be head man. He has a 
greasy face and hardl~· smiles except when something pleases him. His 
nature is to be a spy. One minute he is your friend the next an enemy." 
n ••• I don 1t feel too well towards . t hem." 
"A good people but they think like everyone else they can rule the 
world~" 
"A :BAD M.UT but I never saw one, that is what I hear about them." 
n I don't know much about them but we have a very good friend that's 
Russian." 
0Mustach, stern face, tall, broad, whip in hand, wearing stiff 
knee boots, gloves." 
"I feel sorry for all Russians, they are to be pitied for they are 
tr. ing out of greed and vain glory to conquer the world. 11 
"I see a cartoon of a. lone peasant, all around him are big ears 
listening, big mouthes tell i ng, big hands forcing." 
"A strong over confident race. Easy to bribe and pursu.ade. n 
"He might be a fm-mer working in the fields, cutting grain for the 
government. I pity him because of his hard work which he only ha.s to give 
to the government. Free speech and press is not existing yet he does not 
complain~" 
"A man with great powers who sometimes takes more than he can handle~ 
He 111 go along with you as long as it is in the line with what he wanted in 
the beginning." 
"If he is for communissian I don't think I like him. Some of them are 
pushed around. I'd feel sorry for him because of the Soviet Union~" 
'18 
APPENDIX VI - Continued 
I 
"A jolley- person, good features and a good friend because they are 
honest and the type of person who thinks a lot of f ·riendship." 
I ,, 
11 I hate the Blssian people because they want to take the whole world." 
"A person who doesn1t like democracy, a communist." 
"A Russian is a queer looking person. A Russian man usually- has a 
horrible mustaeh. Somewhat conceded in his w~s but a kind person in the 
outside but mean 1n the inside." 
"A Russian is a man who believes in communism. I believe that if he 
wishes, 1 t is his priveled&e and it is ·just as good as being a. democrat or 
a. republican. He is big and strong and has a mustache and dark hair~ 
He is jolly and when it is called for he is serious~" 
"A Russian is a. person who is trying to fight against .America. \'then we 
have given her a. lot of money." 
n A person I do not like. One who would want to have his own way in 
everything. I don't feel ·sorry for any of th~~~ 
n A dark skinned dark eyed and dark hair in a. high hat or black fur and 
black boots doing a sort o:f'tap dance to almost marching music with a 
:f'earse look on his fa.ee. n 
"A weak-willed citizen whose spirit is broken b.1 communism, fearing 
the secret police and only a spark of rebellion in him~" 
7 
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APPENDIX VII 
Some quotations about the Chinese: 
n ••• I wish I could help them." 
n A Chinese is someone who looks very funney. He walks around with 
his hands in his opposite sleeves." 
• ••• I don't know why but everyone seems to pick on the Chinese." 
11 I have an e.nteak fealing. 
and :fantastick idears~" 
This is because the Chinese have sech old 
" ••• Most people think his head ia full of sand." 
"A Chinese has a big round hat like a cover of a pan." 
"Small man -y-ellow skin-minice one leg-glasses, sneelcy, but us'u.aJ.y 
kind." · 
"A person who is usually little and frail and always praising, and 
blessing different gods they li:ve in little houses with red roofs." 
I 
"Good honest people. I don't have hardly any-thing to say a&ainst them. 
A fm1 things which they do is that they live in paper huts, have dirty 
streets and are not very well educated." 
1 A short man dressed in dress with slippers and beanie and waddling 
scuffing around - yellowish complection, squinting eyes - herd working in 
rice fields." 
"Tall Yellow skined pigtails long robe unpleasant looking chap crazy 
talker funny language, eating.• 
"SmaJ..l, wiry and jolly people, cruel when angered, large but pleasant 
families.• 
11A tall thing man, with one long pigtail on the back of his head 
golden brown complexion dress in a black suit which looks like pajamers 
with his hand covered by the cuffs." 
8 
APPENDIX VII - Continued 
"Can endure hardships." 
"Very sma.ll-skinn~- smoke long pipes-eat rice-underfed-poor education 
for peasants - war lords ve~ rich, cheating peasants, different clothes, 
different marriage ceremony~" 
"• •• They live in houses with little points hanging over the door to 
chase the goblems away~" 
"The~ are sey people. :But ver~ smart and sneaky in their ideas. n 
"A man with ~ell ow skin trying to get to America, but the other China-
men won 1t let him go. Re is struggling with the men. One man has a. 
dagger ready to strike." 
"I call these people the weakest, stupidest of them all I don 1 t 
particularly care for them although I 1ve never met them. 11 
":Seca.us it is my belief that every man has some good in him. 11 
"I thihk Chinese ere good people a.s fer a.s I know." 
1 You can tell them from the rest of the people because the~ all 
look alike.• 
1 A Chinese is a. good friend to have but not to associate with to 
much. 1 
"A yellow faced men, lo~al but a dull person to live with." 
"•• .When and if they lose there temper watch out." 
"I think the~ would cut off their right arm :f>r an~one in need." 
n ••• they have a. stupid government~" 
"The~ give me the willeys. 1 
"Pressing clothes, yellow pants and jacket w1 th black writting a. 
long pigtail pulling a coolie." 
"Look at him with all his embroided cloths my e is rich. Oh but 
look a.t that man bowing SMay from him he is very poo~ the Russians will 
not even let them vote." 
8:1 
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APPENDIX VII - Continued 
n 
••• Though they mey have yello\'t skin they are no different than us. 11 
"A man that has yello complection has a black robe on it has big 
sleeve with both hands in the opposite sleeve weary slippers works hard 
1 for living is a good friend." 
j n ••• He needs help badly. ~fe should help him. I like him. n 
n A man who will do anything if he 1 s sure he 1 s right, one who considers 
it an honor to die for his belief an altogether separate type of :person 
from any other type of men on earth~" 
"A smiling and yellO\'T skinned oriental with hands tucked into big 
sleeves with black hair and eyes. 11 
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.APPENmX VIII 
Some quotations about the English: 
"A tall snooty man with specticales." 
"I like them vary much because they are so stuck up. I think they 
are funny. I al.liB\Y'S think of them with a mona.cle and funny clothes, and 
a white beard. 11 
"A jolly fellow who has a pipe in his mouth, has a watch chain 
dangling, looks ready to pull out the watc.i. and read it. Looks reaccy- to 
say 11 0h rawther~" Quite well-to-do I'd s~~~ 
"A person who has a hi-muck-oa.-muck. That is a by class person. 11 
"A funny looking man with a queer accent~ :But they can talk you out 
of anything. Cheerioll" 
I " ... They have been borrowing money from the United States since the war." 
l 
1 A gey fallow making the most out of life often using the expression 
'old top 1 and 1Cheerio 1 ." 
" ••• He will alw~s stick in a pinch. 1 
"A fair haired person with fancy clothes, high hat and cane." 
11With a.n accent such as - 'I s~ old girl'. 11 
1l!uch like us in lots of w~s except for their language which is 
rather a 'lar-De Da.1 English." 
11A tall man lfith a cap and negars on riding a bicycle in the country~ 
There is no expression." 
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"Talking with an English broke (brogue?) kind and gentle but 
walk:!.ng in fog. Would help you if you were in trouble." 
"Wearing pretty near the same clothes that we do. When talking not 
sounding his R' s. Probably just greeting a friend and sayiJl& 1 I say old 
chap, how are you? 1" 
11 
••• :Ere sounds when he talks like a rich bum. 11 
11 Funny accent, kind, doesn 1 t look like he works very hard, all 
dressed up like a dude, happy~ n 
11A sailor very gay and dramatic but shows little appreciation toward 
things that are given to him and thinks only of himself very poorly 
dressed but has the money to spend. 11 
"••• With an expression in his eyes you cannot express." 
. 
11 
••• Although they are really the mother country they don 1 t act it." 
11Lazy, to high class, dose not work enough takes to much time 
Very inconvenyent. 11 
1Long nose clean complected talks with a British accent. dressed in 
brown tweed greasy hair and a scarf around his neck~ n 
"An English :person is very friendly although the children don't play 
the games that we do, so that makes it hard on an English child. Their 
honest." 
n •• ~Dbesn 1 t care to much about someone else's trouble~" 
"···they look just like we do accept they wear there· hair different 
and I don 1 t like it. 11 
"I think there jolly old boys. They are good to us. I like the w~ 
they talk. 1 
" ••• he gets a temper easily and when he does his mustache wiggles." 
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APPENDIX IX . 
Some quotations about the Negroes: 
11 his 
11A person who can 1'!: do certain things just because of the color of 
skin. 11 
"Very superstitious." 
"Not top heavy on brains. Poor domesticated African natives." 
11 The old seying is that Negros soles might be whiter than your own." 
11 A very kind race if your are kind to them, mostly kind some ~rul. 
because of teasing of the color very good sportsmen not to well ur in 
the world. 11 
11 A negro is au.r kind, hardworking black friend with just as lllUCh 
right to do American things as we do. They can't help the color of their 
1 skin any moTe than we can. Ev'en though it 1s not considered wise to marcy 
white and black we can still be friends." 
11 Dark skin and curly black hair. Friendly and nice. They would make 
a very wonderful friend although I would feel a little queer with a negro 
friend. Quite poor and ready to stand up for his rights. A little shy 
when near white people." 
"A dark person who is dressed very poorly and lives in a tenement house 
in a slum city and is very fresh and stingy and uses bad language. (swears)" 
"Loves singing and goes all out doing it." 
11 
••• I like them very much, I know a lot of Negroes, VERY NICE PEOPLE. 11 
8A negro is very bitter about the way some people treat them calling 
them 1'\'lhite Trash1 They are picked upon by the same people who dislike 
Jews. These people are very bigoted." 
11A tall dark handsome man waiting for his wife to get supper. He is 
sitting in a chair \tith his feet on the table until supper is rea~. 11 
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APPENDIX IX" - Continued 
"Do not have chance; are not given right time many people hate them 
and would even go as far as shooting them, Not very bright people but if 
schools \vere provided they could become educated." 
" ••• Wearing a zoot suit with poket chain." 
"A nagroe is one of the nisest people on this eathe I would like to 
live with some nagroe if I had the chanch~ I love to her them sing and 
dance. I have all wase loveed to hear it. n 
"A dark person that is very hard working. Some are very nice to have 
as friends. They have as much right to live as we do. n 
"A kind person whos skin is different but nothing else. A person 
who is not quiet in with everyone else. T.his person has a delightful 
voice soft and full. their eyes seem to reflect sadness. very white 
teeth." 
·--· 
APPENDIX X 
Some quotations about the American Indians: 
11 
• •• They are very smart in oral. talks. 11 
"I see an Indian on brown and white spotted horse l'tith a little 
paint on his face. This is a long time ago. He seems content but I 
wouldn 1 t want to meet him. He scares me. 11 
"An American Indian is brO\m in color and is very strong they are on 
the same race as the chinnese. It depends on what type of Indian you are 
talking about. l~ell Ill take the Apche Indian he is a warlike Indian. n 
n ••• How would you like to be an Indian an be copped up all the time. 11 
11 An American Indian is a man who wears a queer hat and is very quiet. 
He has lived since Ousters time and is a very interesting character. He 
has seen all the history of the United States but still speaks very little. 
He is sometimes gotten to talk and then I wouldn't miss it for the world." 
"Although there are some bad ones do not take it out on the good 
ones. 11 
"A tan, black haired man, hooked nose, silent feet, keen eyes, and 
ears. lithe and quick." 
"Are people that do not live in the city they live in the woods and 
eat mostly animals." 
·I n ••• makes himself adaptable to environment." 
I 
I 
11A dirty, sloppy, lazy person not moving very much or too fast, one 
who seems to want to make a name for himself but just doesn't have the 
strength. 11 
"Tall, sort of dark, more red tan or yellow tan, painted up for war, 
sneaking behind bushes, arrows and bows in hand, very little on, mean, 
greedy, p1ecep1pe, riding horses very fast on wey to war, al'trays on wa:y 
to war." 
He doesn •·t like hap-oy people very well and 
l h 
' e 
"A fellow with a grudge. 
hardly likes to talk." 
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APPENicrX X - Continued 
"I think of Indians in war paint dancing around a fire at night. 
They wave tomahawks in the air as they do the war dance. Then I think 
of peaceful Indians trading with the colonists." 
"UGl UGE! Me heap big man is what he would say. 11 
" ••• Apt to sneak up on you." 
11 He first lived on our land or should I say there land." 
"Look at him shoot my that was good got him right in the heart there 
will be venison tonight, they s~. ~t now you see t~m at specially put 
~ p..aces where they cannot vote and have to live by themselves they are 
very un.hapw • " 
" ••• Not two speakative. 11 
"A red skinned person quite tall dark hair but I 1ve never met one to 
know what they are like. n 
"They ~rere pushed into reservations, back and back. We took their 
land. They were still friendly. Thank goodness they have rights n0\1! n 
""Too 1 i'Too! \'too! 11 
"These people amuse me very much~ In my mind all I can think of is 
Jim Thorpe. They seem to me like honest people that have been cheated 
out of their land." 
J n ••• Be says ugh! all the t 1me and weaves and looms well. He just 
doesn 1 t seem to belong in this country." 
" ••• Live in T.P. 1s."" 
8 Ignorat person, sloppy, kind, uneducated, peaceful living intill 
white man came and gave them firewater." 
" ••• Some were dishonest, and what I would call not sad but very 
gripeful." 
11 Dose not care about a thing as long as he eat and sleeps." 
II "A tall troubled lad of about 14. He is dressed in buckskin and stands watching his American Friend rope his horse and ride away." 
II 
APPENDIX X - Continued 
11 The only true Americans with e. great historical background." 
"A stolid, tall passive man with e. big war-bonnet, a fierce fighter." 
" ••• Can walk easily without being heard. 11 
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APPENDIX XI 
Some quotations about the Communists: 
1 I wouldn 1 t even talk about one I personally don 1 t like them." 
"He looks like most Americans I dislike him he is a politician who 
tries to get people on his side by telling them that he will give them 
something~ 11 
"A person\'lith a black heart and wide grin who feels proud of him-
self." 
"If he is made ••• into being a Communits I think I like him. :But if 
he 1a a Communist of his own accord I think he 1 s crazy." 
11 A starving person who has been fooled by a lot of empty statements. 
Or a formerly starving person who was taken in by Communism. 11 
11 Wh.a.t I see when I see a Russian. Ugh! Fat fell0\'1 waddling around, 
grabbing, commanding, hoarding. Stingy, mean. Ugh! 11 
"Peo:ple trying to get possession of the underdeveloped part of the 
world- helping them greatly at first." 
"A pO\'Ter seeking man with hatred being the only thing that he knows." 
11 A man in the capital making a speech that is to be heard all over 
the r oom (and maybe out side). n 
11Ris mind has been \'larped by greed and the want of glory. He is to 
be pitied for he ~ be the one to destroy clivization and not get 
any where." 
"A fool, a big fool who doesn't know what he or she is doing. 11 
"A dirty no good for nothing bum hates aJ.l people and \-rill kill 
anyone he hates God and I hate him! He will torture anyone even his 
family he \'/ill take any ones home and kill him he wants to be the boss 
of everything and doesn't care what he does." 
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APPENDIX XI - Continued 
11 Sly not to be trusted gangster and criminal also yellow. 1 
"Is a dirty low down rat with 2 legs. For his safty he hides 
behind the iron curtain." 
~ "An evil man who hates God. A man so wicked, he would kill his best 
friends. Tall, mostly. 11 
11 I hate 1eml Those flatfooted jerks can't keep their noses out 
of u.s. business!" 
"A person who believes in a false faith a anti-religious, anti-
democratic form of government one who thinks he can have all but in the 
end will have nothing a 1 yes-man 1 • 11 
11 I wouldn't trust him for the trorld. 11 
II 
APPENDIX XII 
Some quotations about the Italians: 
•A very pretty dark person dancing end very happy with someone like 
her plS\Ving the a.choirdien and still others like her clapping their hands 
in time with music." 
1 Thin, dark hair, big nose, and darkish skin, FriencU.y and quite 
loud. At first sight I wouldn 1 t like one but I think after knowing one 
I would. 11 
"A good, kind race, grocers, adds a 1 s to words, great musicians 
(a.ccordian) Marco Polow. Romeans. great architects, builders." 
II 
11 I like Ata.J.ian people in fact I have JllMy AtaJ.ian ·people. 
just like you and I but different nationality." 
There 
11 
••• Apt to be very dishonest and not a very clean person, very I unsanitary person." 
" n I don 1 t like them too well becaus they are profane and some 
uneducated. 11 
11 A wonderful cook!! Jolly and wonderful to get along with 
( espesilly their food) I think of them as swell people! 11 
11A short dark person who is in one of the nicest races of mankind." 
"A talkitive person, very happy and has aparkling eyes, often not well 
kept letting the body obtain an odor." 
11 A good clean living people with ambition and plenty of guts. who 
who with the proper equipment will one daiY make Italy a better place to 
live~" 
I' 
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APPENDIX XIII 
Some quotations about the Irish: 
"A little man with an irish accent telling a big story about the 
fiSh he got yesterday and how big it was. And how he pulled and tugged 
to get it on the boat. He looks jolly ." 
"Is a serious minded fellow who ,.,orks hard and does not fight as 
hard as he does in the movies." 
n Is a small, fat, jolly per sell. They like singing and worship 
their own country. They are clean and unselfish people who do not have 
much interest in politics." 
"Talk with a slight accent 1begorra1 • 1 
" ••• He's like any other man excepted he talks Erl€11sh with an Irish 
accent." 
" ••• Many are policemen." 
" ••• With that get up and go look." 
" ••• I am one. I think they are very proud that their Irishmen." 
11 
••• He likes girls and visa-versa.." 
n ••• Who might talk your ea.r, well nearly off." 
"When talking he rolls his r 1 s. Could be talking about the fairest 
flower that grows." 
" ••• Ready to punch you in the nose if necessary." 
"Big good-natured, but a heck of man to get into a fight with, loves 
music and celebrations, excellent friend because of his loyalty and 
straight-forwardness." 
"A man of varied heights and a slight bruoge. lie is happy and likes 
to drink. He believes in spirits, bottled or otherwise, and is very loyal. 
I like him because he is a good hard worker."· 
"Likes to have his own wa:y. If he doesn 1t he is mad at 1he whole 
world." 
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Some quotations about the Socialists: 
"These people are just as worse as the communist I say the same as I 
said for the nutty Communists." 
11Well I don 1t recall anything about them, but they are all right 
(I think)." 
"A person with a great building and takes people who want to have 
parties but do not have any place." 
nAn Englishman." 
"He is a big fat sun of a gun who is out for everything he can ley 
his hands including the A :Bomb, the H :Bomb and la.nd and people he is 
trying to run the world." 
11 What I think couldn 1t be trusted because I don 1t know what it means~" 
-
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